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And the servants of (God),
Most Gracious, are those
Who walk on the earth
In humility, and when the
ignorant
Address them, they say.
"Peace";
Those who spend the night
In adoration of their Lord
Prostrate and standing.
- (A l-Qur'iin 25:63-64)

Herein these Verses humility has been described as the cardinal
character-trait of a true Muslim who shuns haughty and
vainglorious gait that would not, at any rate, help the ignorant to
break the earth open or conquer the high mountains. The true
Muslim does not take on the ignoramus, rather parts with the lot
with the salutation 'peace' and attends to his Lord, worshipping
peaceably at night. Humility is the spirit de core of Islam that has
the Muslim's etiquettes and social behaviour stem as also from
further guidance from the Holy Qur'iin such as wishing in warmth
tAn-Niir: 86), permission to enter houses - (An-Nia: 27-28, 58) and
apartments of the household. The Holy Prophet W
~ has
stressed on and practically demonstrated good manners as jalalud-Din As-Sayuti (d. 1502 CE) in Al-]lzmi' Al-Saghir puts it: "My
Lord granted me knowledge, extremely good too; my Lord taught
me manners, vastly good too." 'Abdullah bin Harith ~ says:
"I had not seen a face more smiling than the Holy Prophet's
U~:~) who said, 'Meeting a (Muslim) brother with a smile

amounts to a good deed.'" Further, he W~ said: "He who
does not thank a human being is not thankful even to Allah the
Almighty." The Muslim men and women all are enjoined to greet,
saying "Assalamu 'Alaykum (peace be on you!" to fellow Muslims
who in return must respond, saying: "Wa 'Alaykum Assaliim (and
peace be on you!); the formulas are most meaningful and
universal in sum and substance. Hadrat Bra' bin 'Azib ~ has
narrated the Holy Prophet W~, saying: "When two Muslims
meet and shake hands, Allah the Almighty forgives them before
they depart."
Shouting and calling loudly outside the house is regarded
uncommonly. The Holy Qur'iin has it: "Those who shout out to
you (the Holy Prophet W~) from without the inner
apartments - most of them lack understanding - (Al-Qur'iin 49:4)"
The Commentary Ru!:z Al-Bayiin by Hadrat Muhammad Isma'il
Haqqi ~ has it that as a matter of habit the Holy Prophet
JW~ stood outside the house he used to call on and stoked
softly with his nails the outdoor, standing not in the middle rather
aside, and returned if refused permission. He strictly forbade
jumping over those sitting in an assembly and advised to rather
occupy the vacant place without much ado. Nor should anyone's
seat be occupied in one's absence. Equally, whispering into ears
has been forbidden as it breeds in suspicion and doubts in the
minds of others. The believers are commanded in the Holy Qur'iin
(31: 19; 49:2-3) not to raise their voices in the presence of the Holy
Prophet W ~ whose example has stylised over the centuries
the Muslims' behaviour and manners in the company of others.
The Shma'il Al-Tirmidhi, the collection of the ahiidith, portrays
the Holy Prophet's (W~) practice thus: "He addressed and
graced those in his company with due attention individually that
everyone regarded himself most dear to him. He (W~) was
of the wide countenance and humble of nature. He was not hard
tempered or harsh in speech. He never spoke in a high pitch. He
neither found faults with anyone, nor exaggerated anybody in
praise. If he felt anyone's speech uncalled for, he simply glanced
over; that is, he neither took him to task, nor was disillusioned of
him. Rather, he went quiet." Abu Da'ud ~ adds: "Whenever
the Holy Prophet W ~ spoke, he spoke each and every word
most distinctly."

With regard to interference unnecessarily and interjecting
unduly the Holy Prophet W ~ said: "A man's Islam is
commonly in that he does not interfere in unrelated
conversation." And this sort of relaxation of manners is commonly
found amongst women folk who take pleasure in probing into the
others' affairs, personal and domestic, and unravelling the others'
secrets. There are still others who readily become the conciliators
without any wish or regard of the contending parties. All this is
forbidden totally in Islam.
Likewise, there are for the believers to understand the
Qur'dnic narrations and to emulate the Holy Prophet's (W~)
practices regarding welcome to the friends and relatives, shaking
hands, embracing, dining together, caring for the others' needs,
visiting the sick, feeding the hungry and helping the destitute.
Hadrat 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas ~L.'6 is quoted to have, via a
chain of narrators, reported the, Holy Prophet W~, saying:
"Whilst visiting the sick, do not sit by for long; depart after a short
time." As to the merits of visiting and caring for the sick the
author of these monologues, Hadrat Abu Anees Muhammad
Barkat Ali ~, writes in his foreword to the Book of Sufi
Healing: "Not even the highest degree of dedication to worship
may earn anybody the claim of divine forgiveness in any other
form, yet there is one thing that everybody should make sure of,
which shall not go unrequited under any circumstances by Allah
the Almighty, and that is the selfless service to the ailing
humanity."
As a matter of total submission to their Creator, the
believers, by and large, would involuntarily and impromptu use in
their speech some interjections which are historic and definitive,
meaningful and meritorious. Some of them are listed below:
':»I,.~! In shii' Allah! (God willing; uttered when intending to
do something in future)
':»1~W.t:. Ma shii Allah! (As it pleased God; when a job is
accomplished to one's satisfaction)
':»ljli,A Ma 'iidh Allah! (God forbid; when listening to
something untoward)
.:». ~~ Hiisha Lilliih! (God protect/preserve us; when
threatened by something)

ill ~I Al-Hamdu-Lillat (Praise be to God; when expressing
thanks)

illI ~ Subhiin Allah! (Glory be to God; when hearing or
seeing something wonderful or marvellous)
">pI A:ill Alliihu Akbar! (God is great; when hearing about
something beyond human strength)
illl:J WAllah! (By God; when swearing in the Name of God)
illl4 Bllldhl (With God; when wishing safety and security with
Allah)
illl~ TAllah! (By God; again when swearing in the Name of
God)
~:J ~ A:ill ~ Sallalliihu 'alaihi wa sallam! (peace and
blessings be on him; when hearing, reading or writing the Holy
Prophet's name). There are some more of these salutations that
are known to an average Muslim and commonly uttered on
hearing the names of the holy prophets of Allah the Almighty, the
companions of the Holy Messenger W ~ and the holy men
and women of Islam. These formulas in Arabic are repetitiously
used in the speech of a Muslim which an 'Ajami (non-Arab) or
non-Muslim should be able to discern if listening to closely.
These alongside many others have been used on appropriate
occasions in the text of the monologues.
The religious commands regarding the respect owed to
parents has no parallel. One must on no account speak roughly or
show contempt, not even to say 'Fie on you', the Holy Qur'an
insists (17:23; 46:17) . Those who are respectful and caring are
promised to enter 'paradise as it lies under the feet of the mother,
the father being the gateway to it', the sayings of the Holy Prophet
W ~ maintain. The parents cannot be abandoned or
relegated to homes as is the common practice in the West. It is
important that the younger generation of the first wave of Muslim
settlers in the West are made to learn and realise these
imperatives. Not only that the father's brother and the mother's
sister must be held in utmost esteem, helped financially and
morally at times of need. The teacher and religious mentors
deserve treatment likewise. Mawlana jalal-ud-Din Rurni (d. 1273
CE) likens metaphorically the teacher and the father-in-law as
fathers, giving each and every Muslim along side his/her biological
father a trio of them.
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Said laughing, "0 child, so delightful!
Although I did have the power to do so before,
I wouldn't want to use my palate and teeth.
It's impossible though you strike my head with a sword,
That I would put my teeth on to some dog's feet.
One can act with determination with the base and the mean.
But a dog is not of a human being. "
These classics of Al-Shirazi ~ have held their excellence
centuries after and have been translated into major languages of
the world. The story has it that Amir Khusro ~ (d. 1325
CE), who was musician poet and author of a number of mystical
treatises and allegorical folk songs to occasion the wedding rites
and rituals called thumries, wished for his compositions eternal
attraction and interest as that of Sa'di's. This he dreamt whilst
sitting in the company of his Shaikh, Nizam-ud-Din Awliya ~
(d. 1325 CE). The mind readers as the Shaikhs are, Hadrat
Nizam-ud-Din Awliya ~ read his thoughts, cast his attention
on to his heart and sent him into a trance. He found himself in the
audience of the Holy Prophet ~~ who had a pankhawiila of
medium height and slightly dark complexion fanning him. As
soon as he recouped his composure, Amir Khusro ~most
humbly asked: "Who was that pankhawiila, fanning the Holy
Prophet W~?" He replied: "Shaikh Sa'di Al-Shirazi ~!"
Thus highlighting and explaining the exalted position of AIShirazi ~ and graded favours in the hierarchy of Divine
beneficence. Notwithstanding, Amir Khusro ~ is well
remembered for his Diwiin (collection of poems) as also for
introduction of the Urdu language in Indian sub-Continent. He is
these days well-known as Tooti-e-Hind (The Singing Parrot of
India). His father was a grand Wazir to Emperor 'Ala-ud-Din
Khalii. One day he took him to Nizam-ud-Din Awliya ~,
pleading: "Sir! My wife died when Khusro was a year old, and
since then I have taken care of him myself. When I take him to the
bath, I notice a bum everyday on his shirt where it covers the
heart, such is the heat of the pangs of separation from his mother
that the child feels." He was, indeed, a saint in the making!
Humility is the sublimity of good character and the highest
hallmark of a sufi master that Sayyed at-Tii'ifa Hadrat Abu'l
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Giving away in alms (khayriit) and charity (sadaqa) is an
important practice of Islam. In fact these are the Muslim's shield
against odds of life, disease or other mundane afflictions. If one
knows about one's neighbour having gone to bed hungry, one's
own food taken would be regarded as Hariim, as the Muslim jurist
decree and so sound is this clarion call to helping the poor, the
deprived and the destitute.
Hadrat Mawlana Sayyed Abu Bakr Ghaznavi, the late ViceChancellor of the Islamia University, Bahawalpur (Pakistan), has
commented in his occasional bulletin 'Islam and Social Manners'
(an undated Urdu Publication of Maktabiyyah Ghaznaviyyah,
Lahore) on the originality and uniqueness of Islamic ethics vis-avis modem social behaviour: "It is my belief that the Holy
Prophet Muhammad W ~ has been the most civilised and
cultured person ever born on the face of this Universe. The
civilisation and culture that he has passed on to us is explicit,
universal and above all capable to sustain eternally at all times and
places. However advanced the civilised nations of the world today
may be, they cannot afford, nay they are helpless, to offer
anything better than what Islam has ushered in."
In addition to the domain of day to day social intercourse in
Islam, there are subtler but most striking concepts in many
combinations and commutations pertaining to the ethical life in
Islam. There has been a great sufi master Shaikh Musleh-ud-Din
Sa'di Al-Shirazi ~ (d. 1292 CE) who has written two most
acclaimed treatises, the Bostan (The Orchard), a poetical
composition, and Gulistiin (The Rose Garden), a compendium in
prose intermingled with Verses. Both these master pieces in
Persian deal with human character-traits and behaviour at the
level of the rich and the rulers, the poor and the paupers. Here
below is his story of self-esteem among people that portrays the
human nature as against the animal thus:
A dog bit one of the desert dweller's feet
With such fury that venom dripped from its teeth.
At night the pain would not let the poor wretch sleep.
Amongst his kinsmen there was his young daughter,
W'ho, speaking harshly and cruelly, called out herfather:
"After all, did you not have teeth, too?"
Then the man whoseface from crying was distraught,
v

Qasim Muhammad Junaid Al-Baghdadi (d. 910 CE) ~ has
pinpointed as one of the main eight:
Liberality as that of Hadrat Ibrahim (Abraham) ~
Acceptance of one's lot as that by Hadrat Isma'il (Ishmael)

..... .
---~
Patience as commanded by Hadrat Ayyiib Gob)

~

Capacity to communicate by symbolism as of Hadrat
Zakariyya (Zacharias) ~
Estrangement from his people as practised by Hadrat Yahya
GoOO) ~
Wearing the woollen garbs as by Hadrat Miisa (Moses)

---~
Journeying like the travelling of Hadrat 'Isa (jesus)

~

Humility as Muhammad's (a:~) humility of spirit.
Now 'egoism' as a mere reflection of selfishness and as
against humility must on all account be shunned. An anecdote
from Hadrat Ali bin Uthrnan Al-Huiwiri's (d. ca. 1071 CE) Kashf
Al-Ma~jub (Revelation of the Veiled) explains how Hadrat Abu
Bakr Ibn jahar Ash-Shibli (d . 945 CE) ~ discarded this
desultory trait and under the supervision of Hadrat Junaid
Baghdadi ~ reached the highest echelons of Sufism.
Shibli was asked: "Who guided you on the Path?"
He said: "A dog. One day I saw him, almost dead with thirst,
standing by the water's edge.
"Every time he looked at his reflection in the water he was
frightened, and withdrew, because he thought it was another dog.
"Finally, such was his necessity, he cast away fear and leapt
into the water; at which the 'other dog' vanished.
"The dog found that the obstacle, which was himself, the
barrier between him and what he thought, melted away.
"In this same way my own obstacle vanished, when I knew
that it was what I took to be my own self. And my Way was first
shown to me by the behaviour of a dog."
Having been triggered thus on to the Path and given the
Shaikh's tuition and attention, egoism disappears and the process
of refinement and purification of the believer's self called
Tadzkiyah Nafs sets in. Dhikrulldh over and above the obligatory
duties cleanses the novice's heart to perceive Divine reflections,
enhance his hearing power to listen to the on-going Sasot-ivu

Sarmadi (Divine messages; lit. the Almighty Allah's Voice),
sharpen his eyesight to gain vision and tongue to sooth the others'
hearts.
The seekers of Truth have usually their own personal and
characteristic experiences towards their conversion. Hadrat Habib
'Aiami ~ was a banker who charged exorbitant interests on
his lending. His wife was distressed when she cooked the meat her
husband had brought to a blood broth. Saddened further by the
hate of his debtors he forsake everything and took up discipleship
with Hadrat Junaid Baghdadi ~. Hadrat Hasan Basri (d. 728
CE) ~ was a jeweller before he became an ascetic. Hadrat
Abu'l Maid Majdud AI-Hakim Sanai ~ (d.1131 CE) was the
poet laureate of the King Bahram Shah. He got converted at the
call of a dervish: "Can there be a greater madness and folly than
to waste one's intelligence in praising kings, instead of eulogizing
the Omnipotent Lord?" This made the Hakim tear his garments,
become a faqir and refuse to wear even shoes. When Bahram Shah
called him back in order to marry his sister, he replied: "I have
taken poverty as my bride, and I do not want a kingdom or a
princess." Dr Bankey Behari writes in his article 'The Way to
Ecstasy' about jalal-ud-Dln Rumi ~ as follows:
jalal-ud- Din Rumi ~ was a professor of eminence,
adept in rituals, and a master of sacred writings. One day he was
seated by a pool pondering over rare manuscripts. At the same
time the great dervish Shams-ud- Din Tabriz (d. 1248 CE) ~
was praying for someone to be made known to whom he could
communicate.
A Divine voice asked: "If We confer upon you such a friend,
what will you give Us?" Shams replied: "My head!" - and all
know that he proved true to his words in the end.
The voice showed him the way to the pool, and Shams stood
behind Rumi as, unnoticed, he seized and threw the precious
manuscripts into the water.
jalal turned round, saw the fiery eyes of the saint, and said:
"0 Dervish! What a great loss to the world has been caused by
you destroying those writings."
The Saint of Tabriz smiled and, extending his hand, took the
books from the water, dry and not in any way affected by the
immersion.
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[alal fell at his feet and asked: "Where did you acquire this
knowledge?"
"I have come to teach you that" said Shams. They spent two
months in study together after, and jalal emerged a perfected Sufi,
reciting this poem in honour of his teacher:
He is my preceptor and my disciple.
He is my pain and he is my medication;
I speak the truth when I say this,
That he is my Shams (Sun) and my guide.
Selfless service to humankind is most important aspect of
Islam in addition to the 'Ibiidiit (obligatory duties in worship) and
Dhikrulliih (remembering Allah the Almighty. In the realm of adab
(manners), and above all, one is expected to regard others
superior to himlher selves. Again Sa'di AI-Shirazi ~ has
another story to occasion this trait.
A single drop ofrain fell from a cloud in the sky,
But it was filled with shame, when it saw the sea so wide.
"Next to the sea then, who am I?"
If the sea exists, then how can I?"
While looking down on itself with the eye ofcontempt,
An oyster in its shell, took it for nourishment.
And so it was, that its fate was sealed by this happening,
And it became a famous pearl worthy of a king,
Being exalted to the lofty heights,
In the same way that it had descended to the depths.
On the portal of non-existence it went knocking
Until it was transformed into a being.
Modesty is an important corollary to humility which must be
observed by both men and womenfolk in Islam. The woman is
expected to dress herself from top to toe and man from navel to
knee (minimum), bearing in mind, especially in the case of
women, the underlying principle of disguising rather than
emphasising the body. Any local dress to that effect would be
permissible. This in practice takes the form of head scarf and long
skirt with jilbiib (a loose gown) over all for women in the Arab
world and dupatta, shaluidr (baggy trousers) and kameez (tunic)
for women the Punjab.
Free intermixing of men and women is forbidden in Islam
and the practice of purdah (wearing a veil) as is much talked about
IX

in the western world has its sanctions found in the Holy Qur'an
(Surah An-Niir and its exegesis), the Abiidfth and the scholarly
expositions as derived from them, the rationale amounting to
assuage permissiveness and promiscuity amongst the believers.
We reproduce here an extract on the subject from the author's
(Hadrat Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali .>::'JoI,~.;.....) T'alim AlDIn (tr. by Sajeda Maryam Poswal):
"Purdah is an authentic injunction in Islam. Teach your
family of its importance. Encourage your neighbours to adopt
purdah. Most break-up of marriages is due to lack of purdah. Tell
everyone its importance. For a woman to leave her house wearing
perfume, to display her beauty to those who are not liable to see it
(ghayr mahramy and for a man to befriend a woman who is
unlawful to him and vice versa either secretly or openly in an
intimate way or to form a powerful relationship with each other by
other such means is unlawful (J;zaram).
"Practise that what you have knowledge. Stay away from
those things that you have been forbidden to partake in. When
you abstain from those things, advise others to do the same.
Likewise, do what you are commanded and encourage others to
follow suit. When you make a promise, do not break it. Do not
ever lie. When a person lies, the Kiraman Kiitibin (the two
guardian angels assigned to each living person) run a mile from
the smell of lies. Do not backbite any of your Muslim brethren (or
anyone else) . Do not hear backbiting and do not let others in
your presence backbite. Back-biting is like devouring your dead
brother's flesh. So, refrain from backbiting, do not even hear it.
Do not let it take place in your company. Backbiter will not enter
paradise. Do not envy anyone. Jealousy burns away good deeds as
fire burns dry wood. Respect the elderly. Obey them and do not
speak against them. Do not irritate them. Do as they tell you; do
not disobey them unless they are clearly going against the Holy
Qur'iin and the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet W~. Take care
to be courteous in all your dealings. Do not support those who are
undeserving, nor oppress anyone in any way. Help every
oppressed person. The creation is the family of Allah the
Almighty, so treat it with kindness. Remember well that kindness
is rewarded by kindness and that those who show kindness are the
Almighty Allah's friends. Teach your children good manners.
x

Never harm any of your Muslim brethren. Do not be derogatory
and do not put them in any difficulty. Do not speak unkindly and
do not disclose confidential matters. If you see a fault in someone,
disguise it. Let your resentment of a Muslim brother not exceed
three days. Greet everyone (i.e. say Salam) and return the greeting
in good faith. Someone invites you, accept the invitation. If
someone is ill, go and visit him. If someone dies, attend the
funeral. If someone has wronged you, bear it with patience; do
not retaliate! Forgive! After all retaliation is not really a form of
chivalry. Forgiveness is, indeed, a form of gallantry. Give good
advice to everyone. Do not betray anyone's trust. Do not deceive
anyone. Do not cheat anyone; nor fall into any misunderstanding
regarding him. Do not exaggerate anyone's situation. Nor boast
off your taquui (fear of Allah the Almighty). When you sin, seek
repentance immediately. Do not become stubborn. Instead do
your ablution (wudu), pray two raka'at niifilah (supererogatory
prayer). Praise Allah the Almighty with all His Glory. Send dariid
(praise) and saliim (salutations) to the Holy Prophet W~.
Confess your sin and then ask for forgiveness. He is the Most
Forgiving and Most Merciful. Do not consider any sin as trivial.
"Live on the Earth as though you were a traveller. A traveller
has nothing but the essentials, clothes he is dressed in and a small
knapsack which he can easily carry. We are not going to live here
forever. Nor will we return to this place. Life is only a breath's
span. Whether it is one breath or millions do not waste it. Spend
it in constant dhikr and obedience (#ii'at). Do not waste it. The
light that emanates from invoking Allah the Almighty is
extinguished by gibberish and profane talk. Give priority to
dhikrulliih over all other thoughts."
In short, the author has summarised the whole discussion
into five fundamental human traits which are generic and
precursor to all the evil and good deeds respectively. His stickers
and fly posters read as follows:
Do not tell lies; it is hariim; stop it!
Do not backbite; it is hariim; stop it!
Do not practise jealousy; it is hariim; stop it!;
Do not carry tales; it is hariim; stop it!
Perform Dhikrulliih (remembrance of Allah the Almighty);
ahlan wa sahlan (most welcome)!

His envelops carry the writing in Urdu 'do not talk about
something that you do not do', meaning why preach something
good that you do not practise yourself and forbid that what you
yourself commit.
Oblivious to the hidden treasures of Islam in the Holy Qur'an
and the Sunnah, for the welfare of humanity, the orientalist is
vainly engaged in the discussion whether or not circumcision of
Muslim females, derogatorily called mutilation of female genitals,
is commanded in the scriptures. Another of his wanton interest is
honour killing of Muslim women in certain parts of the Islamic
World. Reading the reports published at international level one
only feels ashamed and amazed at the paucity, frivolity, naivety
and lack of depth of understanding of the sobriety, profundity,
majesty, beauty and regality ofIslam.
The following of the Holy Prophet's (*~) sayings aptly
sum up the governance of the Muslim's life habits:
"The best of people are those who are most beneficial to
others." - ($a/:!f/:! Jami' as-Saghir; 3289)
"You cannot attain perfection in belief until you have for
others what you prefer for yourself." - (Bukhari: 1.2.12)
There is another of his all embracing sayings that covers all
aspects of the Muslim ethics: "The best of you is he who is good
to his family and the best of people are those who fulfil their
promises."
The second Qur'iinic Verse (25:64) above is the simple
summation that those who are humble are promised nearness to
Allah the Almighty. The phrase 'adoration of the Lord' is
suggestive of dhikrullah which has been commanded for the
reward in lieu 'is it not through the remembrance of God that
hearts find tranquillity? - Al-Qur'an 13:28)'. A well known
tradition related in the Imam Malik's Muwatta' has that the
Prophet 'Isa (Iesus) .....-~ said: "Do not sit in a gathering
without remembering Allah the Almighty, for if you do, your heart
will be hardened, and a hardened heart is distant from Allah the
Almighty." Commenting on the Hadith, Yusuf Hamza, in his
foreword to The Prophetic Invocations of Imam 'Abdullah Ibn
'Alawi Al-Haddad writes: "The hardening of the physical heart
occurs from lack of exercise and eating animal flesh with fat.
Similarly, the spiritual heart is hardened by lack of spiritual
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exercise, and eating the dead flesh of other humans (which is the
metaphorical reality of the act of backbiting). And the spiritual
exercise is dhikrulliih."
To sum up this discussion, the ethical manners of Islam are
there to be observed as a part and parcel of the Faith of Islam.
The reward is with Allah the Almighty. And amongst the believers
the good deeds done should be reciprocated with good deeds and
that is the unfailing doctrine as in the scriptures:
Is there any Reward
~\ 0~)lI ;1:;" j;.
For Good - other than
•,
,
Good?
.. ('· :~~IIr.O 0~'i1
- (Al-Qur'an 55:60)

The collection of Maqiiliit-i-Jfikmat under review has in the
midst of the body of text the accounts of the following four titles
documented, what we call as the major historical landmarks of
Islam, rendered into English along side the Arabic original with
proper and correct references to the sources appended. They are:
Ghazva-i-Badr (The Battle of Badr)
Martyrdom of Hadrat Sumiyyah and Hadrat Yasir ~&.6
A$'/:liib-i-$uffah (The Companions of the Bench)
Kitiib Al-Nabi Al-Ummf W ~
Ghazua-i-Badr is the well-known battle in the history of Islam, the
details of which are found in the text of this book. Briefly, it took
place from 12 th to 17 th Ramadan Al-Mubarak 02 AH and 313
companions comprising the Holy Prophet W ~ 83 emigrants
151 Ansars (indigenous Muslim inhabitants of Madinah AlMunawwarah) and 79 of their relatives. Between them they had
only 70 camels and three horses. Soon after they set out from
Madinah, Hadrat Abu Lubaba ~ was designated as the Ami'r
of Madinah and, therefore, sent back to attend to its affairs. The
tiny Muslim army was to .face the infidels large in numbers and
better prepared in strength. They were one thousand well
groomed in the art of warfare including a battery of one hundred
horsemen. Hand to hand fighting ensued with 14 Muslim
casualties (shuhadii') and seventy fatalities of the disbelievers and
the same number from amongst them were captured. Amongst
the enemy dead were twenty four leaders of the Quraish, 'Utba
bin Rabi', Shiba bin 'Utba, Umyya bin Khalf and Abu jahl bin
Hisham to name some of them. In view of the heavy loss of life
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the enemy took flight from the battlefield, affording Muslims a
clear victory and moral highness.
The Holy Prophet W ~ demonstrated bravery and
chivalry and led his men as a general of utmost skill and dexterity.
Hadrat Ali ~ has narrated: "When the fighting became fierce
(according to some report it was the fiercest), we the companions
used to take shelter behind the Almighty Allah's Messenger
W~. Not even one of us went as close to the enemy as often
as he did. On the Day of the Battle of Badr, I noticed that we took
refuge behind him and he was the person closest to the enemy
ranks. On that day he fought the hardest of all." - (Nasim Al-Ria4 V2,
P50)

Himself dexterously trained army officer in the Royal Indian
Engineers (Roorkee Cantonment) the author Hadrat Abu Anees
Muhammad Barkat Ali X.i-ll~';'''' has compiled the microscopic
details of the Battle of Badr which account he has also published
as a booklet separately. Not only that, he had built at Dar-ul-El:tan
(Salarwala, Pakistan) a column of some 18 meter high and four
meter in diameter named Miniir-i-A$biib al-Badriyyin (Minaret of
the Companions of Badr) in commemoration of this historical
battle. He had all 313 holy names burnt onto tiles which are
found glued all over, thus consigning them on to this stupa of
concrete and mortar, saying and honouring first time historically
till eternity. 'This column is my firm determination of and
commitment to my devotion to Islam', writes the author
elsewhere.
Take any book on sufism off the library shelf, the authors all,
Muslims and non-Muslims alike, have acknowledged and made
references unfailingly to the community of A$biib As-Suffah (The
Companions of the Bench as they are well-known) who led
austere lives and engaged themselves in continuous dhikrulliih day
and night. They discharged supererogatory duties (nawiifif) with
the same fondness and sense as for the obligatory (farii'id) duties.
They dressed in woollen garments as the traditions have it, hence
the pseudonym as-siifiyyun (the wearers of wool). Nor would the
writers miss to refer to their miraculous powers as derived from
the following tradition:
Hadrat Abu Huraira ~ has reported the Holy Prophet
W ~ saying: "Allah the Almighty says: 'I shall announce a war
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against him who bears a grudge against My friend. I have no
better liking for a person who strives for nearness to Me which I
have made obligatory for him rather than any other. And My
servant becomes near to Me by regular and constant prayers of
nauuifil so much in fact that I begin to love him. And when I begin
to love him, I become the ear with which he hears, the eyes with
which he sees, the hand with which he holds, and the foot with
which he walks. And if he requests anything of Me, I certainly
give it to him. I do not feel -working as hard over ordinary jobs as I
do for those concerning a true Muslim's soul and especially when
this soul considers death as bad. I regard (the soul's) deed as
bad." - (Bukhiiri V3, P325, No. 1418)
Martyrdom of Hadrat Yasir and Hadrat Sumiyyah ~~ is
a glaring example of the ordeal and atrocities suffered by the early
converts to Islam at the hands of the kuffar, the hair razing
accounts of which are found scattered in the books on the early
history of Islam. They were the first defenders of the fledgling
Faith of Islam. No less acknowledged is the contribution of the
little spider who wove the cobweb on the opening of the cave in
the Mount Thawr wherein the Holy Prophet W ~ and his
Companion Hadrat Abu Bakr Siddiq ~ took refuge during
their flight from Makkah to Madinah. It goes also for the rockdoves who built a nest by the opening, thus camouflaging the
whereabouts of the refugees.
We have not gone into the history and background details
regarding the reasons why this battle was fought. Nor is it within
the scope of this introduction. Suffice it to say that the hardliner
Makkan meant to nip the new Faith in the bud so to say. This
was, in actual fact and primarily, the aim of the enemy during this
as also the subsequent battles fought in the life time of the Holy
Prophet W~ who rather than as an aggressor guarded and
defended the Faith and its followers thus setting up an Islamic
State before his demise.
As said whilst at Madinah Munawwarah the Holy Prophet
W ~ had towards the end of his life time developed a Muslim
State in the Arabian Peninsula and, of necessity, to send his
dignitaries to foreign lands and also to have their instruments of
authority and letters to others dictated. The record has now come
to hand in museums in the world. One such letter, but with a
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difference, is found in a Museum in Paris (France) and has been
passed on to the late compiler, Hadrat Abu Anees Muhammad
Barkat Ali ~, by late Dr Muhammad Hamidullah, and now
printed here in this book in English with the Arabic original. The
letter has been published in the form of a separate booklet, Kitiib
AI-Nabi AI-Ummi W~, and reproduced its one page
miniature in Arabic original along with Urdu translation in almost
all his publications. Additionally, he made it available as an
amulet for its comprehensive safeguard against the odds of life.
He had, with his blessings, advised those especially under the
influence of black magic and witchcraft, jinns and vampires, and
any other extraneous evil forces, to wear it on person in order to
gain the Divine profit from. Following the footsteps of the late
author's practice, the amulet can be had from the publishers
provided the user holds the due conviction in and affords the
utmost sanctity to the holy text in order to reap a due reward.
The English translation of The Words of Wisdom Volume
VIII corresponds to the Urdu original published at Al-Mustafid
Dar-ul-Ehan on Friday, 27 th Ramadiin Al-Mubiirak 1406AH. The
views expressed in the introductory review and any errors of
rendering are those of the undersigned and the excellence of
thoughts in these lessons of reality undoubtedly belong to the
revered author, the late Hadrat Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat
Ali Ludhianvi r--.{oJI~';''''
Once again we record our heartfelt
thanks to Imdad Ali Ahmad Poswal (Bristol) for word processing
and artwork. Also, we acknowledge gratefully the courtesy of
Akhtar Mirza (Lahore) for the photograph of the Minar-i-Ashiib-iBadriyyin (Dar-ul-Ehan, Salarwala, Pakistan) that is reprinted on
the back title cover of this book.
AI-If'amdu-Iil-Hayy-il-Qayyiim!
Dr Muhammad Iqbal
Senior Lecturer
The University of Huddersfield
United Kingdom
HD13DH
10 Muharram AI-Ifariim 1426 AH
(20 February 2005 CE)
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Bismillii-hir Rahmii-nir Rahfm!
In the Name of Allah the Most Beneficent
the Most Merciful!

6236. THE WORlD is the valley, vast and dark, desolated and
devastated, and of bewilderment and solitude, coming to no end
anyway. However, when blessing descends, in no time the
bewilderment disappears, the desolation is driven away and the
awe evaporates. The insipid morning, never welcoming, begins to
smile. The barren evening that never blooms begins to change
garbs. The spoilt is recouped. The devastated is enlivened. The
tumblers of disappointment all are thrown empty. The tumblers
all are filled in one after the other from the decanter. And all this
comes to pass because of the recommendation and intercession of
my master, may my soul be sacrificed for him, JW~.
~:, ~ .JJI ~ ~I~ n"~!,,, Sayyidunii ]awwiidun Sallallahu
'Alayhi Wa Sal/am! (Our Leader, the Grantor of Bounties W~!)
~::, ~ .111 ~ ~...;S \,j~... Sayyidunii Karfmun Sallalliihu 'Alayhi
Wa Sal/am! (Our Leader, the Merciful W~!)
Yii-I:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6237. DO cell! What did the speaker gain?
Yii-I:Iayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6238. IN matters of welfare there is no discrimination of
caste; it is not meant for any definite person. It is meant for the
public and they alone welcome it.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!

6239. IF changing the general into the particular might not
be breaking the trust what else would it be!
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6240. THE same expensive quilts meant for the poor must
be distributed; they must not be exchanged.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6241. THERE is no need asking anybody. Ask your own
heart whether or not it is jealous!
The pious is not jealous.
The jealous cannot be pious.
Jealousy annuls piety.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6242. MERE talk would not lead to anywhere. Whenever
something took place, it did so by doing it.
What has clay to gain from anyone and what has anyone to
give to clay! There is only the music that plays inside the clay;
there is nothing else.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6243. NEITHER Adam or Eve, nor Heaven or Hell; they
are all pleasantries of Nature.
He alone has created, set up, and maintained them. There is
no true Muslim or infidel, no good or bad, no ignorant or clever.
They are all on with the movements subject to the Eternal Divine
Will.
He does what He wishes. He has it done the way He wishes.
There is nobody dare say anything. He Himself is busy watching
the sight.
This sight of Nature set in at Eternity and shall last till
Eternity.
It is attractive and soul inspiring sight, interpretive of:
(II :

~)1) - ~ ~~ ~J ~) ~'f~IJ

Wa4kur isma Rabbika wa TabattalIlayhi Tabtiliii
But keep in remembrance
The name of thy Lord
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And devote thyself
To Him whole-heartedly.
- (Al-Muzzammil 73:8)

Objection to Nature amounts to disappointment and grief,
and concordance, the blessing and everlasting comfort.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6244. ONLY Tauihid (Unity of Godhead) did certify and
welcome the Book, most clear and treasured.
He is the Muwabbid (Unitarian) who never worries, rather
smiles in all circumstances, taking never anyone to his heart.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6245. AT some places there are no arrangements for
recreation or drinks. No time is fixed for eating or sleeping.
Walk in and eat.
Lie down and go to sleep.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6246.
THEY commanded no knowledge, were only
unlettered. They traversed all stages because of due deference and
played a leading role at every gathering.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6247. IN connection with certification of lmiin (Faith):
Question: Only satisfy the question 'how can one hear every
speech of every creature of the earth and sky?'
Answer: Because the hearer resides in everyone.
Satisfied, yes - thanks!
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6248. IF some other person hears the talk we do, he would
be ashamed.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6249. I attend to your call every day, even that without
invitation. But I return duly smitten with stick.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
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6250. HAVE a time-table!
Your first task must amount to a cure for the needy and the
sick. Provide for comfort by means of medicine or food. May this
happen every day!
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
6251. IF nothing else, you must give away at least one out of
two chuppatisl
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
6252. 'ALA-UD-DlN ~ pervaded each and every vein
of my religious guide. When he got excited, he shouted 'Ala-udDIn per force. The mosque reverberated.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
6253. THERE are several islands of the Caribbean Islands,
every island commanding its own separate identity. There are
some whose names we do not even know, only the Creator and
none else knows about.
The inhabitants of these islands are human beings and
carnivorous too depending upon the produce of the islands for
their food and dress.
They talk in a strange and unbecoming way, jumping into the
fire fearlessly.
They walk on the fire chunks in peace, singing and dancing.
This might be some sort of knowledge of which we are not
aware.
When anyone dies, his head is cut off and offered to the head
of the tribe to eat.
They meet in affection, staring at one another as if
frightening someone.
The rare finds of the sea, which are not available at any cost,
form the decoration of the necklaces of their leaders and tribe
heads. The most precious fish of the sea is laid on their dining
table. They follow no discipline; they do what they like. They eat
what they wish, discriminating not at all between what is Haldl
and what is Hariim, They live in tribes, faithful and devoted to
their leader. They worship their Ilah in one form or another. They
are not prepared to listen to anything against their beliefs. The
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preacher of the Faith of Islam has not reached there as yet. They
are anxiously waiting for . Wa rna 'Alainii ill-al-Baltighl
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6254. PREACH above all considerations of doctrines.
The doctrines abound in differences and the Faith, the unity.
The differences are the basis of evil and unity, of love.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6255. THE islands are beyond my reach and yours. Even
one market in a city is distinct from the other. .
Ya-J:Iayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6256. GAINING of Faith is avoidance of the cursed and the
dead. If this is not the case, it, in actual fact, amounts to nothing.
Nobody has ever avoided the cursed and the dead. Rather
one is wholeheartedly running around for their gains alone.
Everybody is aware of this, but no one at all has opposed it.
What is somebody's preaching and what is its profitability!
Ya-J:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6257. WHO taught the bull to gain support by leaning
against?
Ya-J:Iayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6258. FORTUNE telling is the product of stupid thinking!
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6259. COPYING is your habit. Copy good deeds too!
Ya-J:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6260. CRUELTY is the most obnoxious matter inside a
human being.
The oppressed can bear with the oppressor, but the
oppressor cannot bear with the oppressed.
Cruelty eats away the oppressor.
The history acknowledged it!
Ya-Hayvu. ya-Qayyum!
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6261. IF these Words of Wisdom are written down every
day, there is nothing doing. After all they do not stop descending.
Refraining from whatever is cursed and outcast near Allah
the Almighty and His dear Messenger W~ is, indeed, the
foundation of the Faith and emulation of love.
Until one is free from the cursed, the corpse remains
inauspicious.
There is no purity in inauspicious and without purity there is
no worship. This alone is the reality of Islamic Mysticism.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6262. ONLY the essence of minerals can cure (or make up)
the minerals.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6263. ALL matter is heavy; having melted it becomes light.
And lightness is the essence of all matter. The wise men are
united at this and the pious agreed.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6264. SPECIFIC charities, alms and donations are most
popular for the sick, the helpless and the disabled.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6265. THE natural colour is green. And black colour is
overwhelming to every colour.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6266. LOVE of anyone spares one for no other use, never
letting up for any other job. Rather it keeps occupied in its own
jobs lest some adversary may approach him/her thus getting
absorbed in other thoughts.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!

6267. JEHAD-I-AKBAR (The Greater War) is far severer
and more difficult than the Battles of Badr and Hunain.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6268. COMMAND is that of and befits the Almighty Allah
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and Only. Every command is subservient to the Almighty Allah's
Command. And it ever comes to pass.
Submission is responsible for blessings.
Objections amounts to disliked manners.
Ya-/:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6269. TO remain in the audience of the Holy Prophet
*~ is the rudest act in love. That is, there is thus a
likelihood of commission of a rude action in one form or another.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6270. KINDNESS and wrath both remain prevalent in
every body and at all time. They are both from Allah the
Almighty. And the remembrancer is absorbed in His
remembrance.
Ya-/:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6271. AT the most there is one, or two or three practical
prescriptions of the hospital, the remaining are all fillers in.
All the diseases are manifested because of the disorder of
stomach and blood.
The hospital knows no bounds of joy over its selection,
praying for cure all along.
Ya-/:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6272. WHEN Allah the Almighty was going to talk to
Hadrat Mflsa (Moses) /~, the Conversationalist, the angels,
the devils and the gins were first of all pushed far away and the
Mountain of Sinai was completely darkened so that no one were
to hear their mutual conversation. In other words, the foundation
of solitude is darkness.
Ya-/:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6273. THE highway may accept it or not but becoming dust
with dust, not recognised in any shape or colour, is the journey of
the highwayman on the highway. This affords a wondrous scene
for the on-looker and a great comfort for the traveller. Whatever
journey one has travelled through is never travelled again. Rather,
he waits for the next journey.
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Yii-Hayyu, ya-QaY.Yilm!

6274. IF a lucky one has the honour of next journey, he
walks along. Otherwise, he stays put, losing himself in the limitless
valley of thought. No journey is ever wasted. If it does not become
a diamond, at least it begins to sparkle unfailingly like a pearl.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QaY.Yilm!
6275. THE euphemism 'I did it' and 'I do it' are the
opposition of Tawhfd.
'He did it' and 'He does it' are the basis of Tasuhid.
Opposition goes on as long as it stands opposed.
When it accepts defeat, it rests in peace.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QaY.Yilm!
6276.
THE whole Universe speaks with one tongue
admitting the fact that whatever takes place is performed by Allah
the Almighty. What further authentication do you have of this
certification?
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6277. THE morning broke. Everyone set out in search of
living.
The good living of all is the knowledge and wisdom and the
best, devotion and ecstasy.
Mubarakan! Mukarraman! Musharrafan!
Ya-Jfayyu, ya-QaY.Yilm!
6278. THE animals are often victim of forced labour and
cruelty, busy day and night in jobs right in front of you.
Do not beat them. Do not take revenge of someone's wrath
from the animals.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-QaY.Yilm!
6279. PRACTISE your knowledge.
Stay away from the cursed and the outcast.
There is no better Tariqat (Islamic Mysticism) than this.
Ya-Jfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6280. ONLY grief and calamity have made life interesting.
Had there been no struggle, it would have been no life.
It would have all been stationary, death prevailing.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6281. WHOEVR comes to Allah the Almighty is welcomed
by Allah the Almighty most cordially. We do not go to Allah the
Almighty, rather go to the world. Had it not been the case, how
come Allah the Almighty would not welcome him.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6282. THERE is no room for politics in the session of dhikr
and the madhkiir (remembered). t~1 ~~ ~ ~J Wa mii 'alaynii ill-alBalagh!
Politics in such like sessions is the utmost stupidity.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6283. IS it something to talk about?
Were this to pass, it would in no time.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6284. WHENEVER Allah the Almighty demonstrated His
Grandeur, Honour, Rule and Power, He put intellect to wonder.
The sparrow confronted the elephant and the mosquito, the
powerful, thus proving the fact that everything in front of His
Grandeur is helpless, everything in front of His Honour is
downgraded and everything in front of His Rule is subdued. And
He has overwhelmed everything by His Power, no creature
whatever is His repudiator and disbeliever.
NB: The author uses a new Urdu word nabir meaning
disbeliever.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6285. NATURE is but the command 'be (and) it is done',
depending upon no might or means. When she so wishes, she
does it in a moment. t~1 ~~ ~ ~J Wa mii 'alaynii ill-al-Balaghi
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6286. EVEN Shaykhiyyat (Saintliness) is not dependent on
any might or means. It carries on with the journey with complete
trust in Allah the Almighty.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6287. IF making up, carrying on doing so, and agreeing to
nothing at any rate amounts to shaykhiyyat, I am also a shaykh.
If you tell (forbid) someone once, or twice, or three times,
but to no avail, knock him over to the table and ....
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6288. THE blessed selection of practices: When practice is
readopted, everything is revived.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6289. NATURE never snatches away anyone's liberty.
When it crosses the limits and there is no other means to avert, it
is contained.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6290. EVERY industrialist's dress (appearance) obviates his
industry.
Whoever never changed did change.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6291. ACTION in any job is responsible for blessing.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6292. THE modem mode of medicine is most welcome!
Mubiirakan! Mukarraman! Musharrafan!
Ya -lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6293.
THIS mosque is meant and set aside for
remembrance by human beings and the gins. No house is to be
ever built in this mosque. Nor is there any marquee to be erected
there. Nothing more is to be built than the straw hut as it is. .&1:'

.&G .&4 WAllah! BIllah! TAllah!
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6294. WHATEVER we do we do it, barring (consideration
of) any remuneration and recompense, for the benefit of the
creation and to help the helpless, the needful and the sick with
rest and comfort. We do nothing else at all. The helpless, the
needful and the sick are the Almighty Allah's creatures which are
the most liked by Him. Respect them and honour them. ~! ~ ~:,
t~ Wa mii 'alaynii ill-al-baliigh!
Yii-ijayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6295. ASK Allah the Almighty for four things: the guidance,
the grace, the blessing, and the beneficence. This is as it were
asking for the whole of His Kingdom.
Yii-H.ayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6296. MOST WELCOME (the memories of) Hadrat Karak
Ali Shah ~! Mubiirakan! Mukarraman! Musharrafan! Three
hundred years ago a travelling faqir honoured a place called
Takiyah near the Village of Barhami in the District Ludhiana.
When he went along to the nearby places the bells rang. He rode a
she-camel and rested on a bed four feet high . Because of the
blessing of his personage the disbelief that was spread over the
length and breadth was overwhelmed. t~ ~! ~ ~:, Wa mii
'alaynii ill-al-baliigh!
6297. THIS and all other affairs of mine are in the trust of
my Allah the Almighty, the Lord of the Worlds, and my master
W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him. Except for
supplication, I have no control whatever over any of anybody's
affairs. I pray: "May Allah the Almighty for His Grace and Mercy
dispense all affairs with peace and blessing! Yii-Hayyu, yiiQayyum!"
Whatever affair is presented to Allah the Almighty, He alone
is its helper and dispenser. t~ ~! ~ ~:, Wa mii 'alayna ill-albaliigh!

Ya-ijayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6298. THE flower, may be any and sweet smelling or not, is
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pleasant in colour.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6299. MAY be someone's, but your leadership has been of
no use to me.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6300. A sick person could not bear to fast. He promised not
to fast as he could not. However, he certainly would go hungry as
though he was fasting. Thus both hunger and thirst were
conquered. In other words, he became healthy. Mii shii' Alliih!
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6301. WHEN a self-conqueror became self-worshipper, he
conquered the ultimate limits.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6302. THERE is the one who accepts (gratifications) and
the others the dishonest usher. Bring along and offer them
(gratifications) continuously. If this is not .th e worldly what else
has it been.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6303. THE camel has the sharp pointed teeth. No sooner
he smells, he mellows down like wax the kfkar, berry and all kinds
of thorny trees and bushes.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6304. TO put right things gone wrong is dependent upon
the intercession of the mercy of my master W~, may my soul
be sacrificed for him.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6305. MY goal is not the Mu'akkaliit (spirit bodies) but
Allah the Almighty. This servant never involves in any affair of
anyone except Allah the Almighty. Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum! .
They may be any' Mu'akkaliit, my Allah the Almighty's
creatures, and any of other creatures, but they have no power at
all to do anything whatever. The Mu'akkaliit of the Earth and
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Heaven all are bent down in prostration before my Allah the
Almighty.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6306. THE pride of the proud never ends even though it is
the weakest (trait) of the weak. Likewise is the pride of the pious.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6307 . USTEN once again and think over it!
The faqir has no property and no wealth.
Whatever people give to the faqir, he gives away to people
straightaway. He is never stingy and does not save anything for
the morrow. This alone is the faqir's inheritance and possession.
Abu Dharr Ghifari ~ among the Companions all .....
followed this practice. t:~I ~~ L:,is. ~) Wa ma 'alaynii ill-al-baliigh!
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6308. HAVING recited

1\ 0~ Subhiin Allah

(Glorified be

the Lord), the first session of Dhikr-i-Iliihi was set up on the First

,,

Day with the declaration" J.! \} u" Qalu balii (They said: "Yes! i.e.
Undoubtedly Thou an our Sustainer") . It will be established and
last for ever till eternity, never rising. Nor would it rise until the
Day of Resurrection.
Every sitting is alive and lasting because of the sitting of
Dhikr-i-Ilahi.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6309. FAQR recognised every creature, but no creature
could ever identify it .
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6310. FAQR respected every creature, but the creation
decreed and labelled it with infidelity and stoned it.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6311. THE thought gives birth to ideas. When both the
thought and ideas unite, the Faith becomes complete.
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6312. HAVING DISCOVERED the truth, one did become
possessed.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

Alliihumma I'hdini min
'indika wa afid 'alayya min
fadlika wa anshur 'alayya
min rahmatika wa anzil
'alayya min barkiitika!
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(0 Allah the Almighty! Guide me (on the right path), be
gracious to me out of Your blessing, shower upon me
Your Mercy and send through Your Grace!)
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6313. SIX hours sleep is enough for good health.
Those who are totally free and are not working must wake up
during the night and without fail.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6314. COME to practice what is heard and not to listen to.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6315. I:IUKAMA (philosophers) of the past tested vinegar
by dipping the needle in it; the pure vinegar softened it.
6316. NEVER at all must you accept from any shopkeeper
or a rich man anything for fasting or breaking it.
They indulge in haggling all day long and reap the
recompense of breaking of fast too.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6317. GIVING away alms is a strange gambling the gambler
of which never loses.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6318. WHEN thoughts and ideas are purified, they unite,
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rally round and are exalted. Excellence of thoughts is the
beginning of human mi'riij (ascension) and perseverance at this is
the ultimate climax. Ma shii Allah!
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6319. MY MASTER ~~, may my soul be sacrificed
for him, said:
• He who remained silent got delivered.
• I swear by the Dhiit who holds my soul in His Power,
there is nothing better character-trait for mankind than
the prolonged silence and pleasantness.
• The man's silence and perseverance at this silence is
better than sixty years' worship.
• Silence is the most exalted worship.
• The first task in worship is to follow silence.
• It is related that a learned man of Bani Isrii "il died. When
he was laid on the charpa"i the people found a tablet of
gold round his neck that had these three lines inscribed.).- Silence
).- Is the leader of
).- All good conduct.
• Following silence is the highest good conduct. And
whoever cuts jokes becomes light headed amongst people.
• There are ten portions of comfort, nine of which are
found in silence and the tenth in solitude.
• The worship comprises ten parts, nine of which are in
silence alone and the tenth in earning /:lalallivelihood with
one's own hands.
• Hadrat 'Abdullah bin Mubarak's (~ ) advice of
Hadrat Luqman ~~ to his son: "0 son! If talking is
silver, silence is gold." When he was questioned about
this, he explained: "This means that if talking in
obedience to Allah the Almighty amounts to silver, silence
is gold as in this case there is (a danger in speech) of His
disobedience. "
• Hadrat Wuhaib ~ has narrated Hadrat 'Isa (jesus)
~~, saying: "Silence is the worship number one."
• Wahb bin Ward ~ has narrated: "We have come to
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know that there are ten parts of wisdom, nine of which
are found in silence and the tenth is in reflection away
from people.
• When Hadrat Jonah (Yunus) ....-~ came out of stomach
of the fish, he pursued a long spell of silence. Someone
asked: "Why don't you talk?" He replied: "Talking alone
had pushed me into the stomach of the fish."
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6320. WHENEVER Nature demonstrated her Power She
did so independent of means and deliberation. Nature never ever
had any connection with means and deliberation. She did it
whatever she wished without any delay.
Nature is luH ds 'Kun Fayakoon' - Be! And it becomes!)
Nobody can decipher the Nature's Wisdom.
Ya-J:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6321. THE Power of the Most Powerful is far beyond the
human intellect and understanding.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6322. BURN down 'ifs and buts' in the hearth. The fire
never spares anything, it burns everything to ashes. Every particle
of the burnt out ashes of the fire is an elixir. Whatever burnt in the
name of Allah the Almighty, it burnt in the love of my master
W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him, to become the elixir .
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6323. SLEEPING at night is an act of routine time table.
May there be any job or not and may sleep onset or not, sleeping
is a must.
Awaking at night for Dhikr-i-Iliihi and sleeping during the
day is the best change. Bring about this change.
Awake at night for Dhikr-i-Ildhi sleep during the day.
And this is also a routine practice of the beasts of the jungle.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6324.

THE servant can go through self-mortification, the
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hardest of it, can pray nawiifal prayers the whole night and can do
anything you say, but he cannot give away a chapiiti to the poor.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6325 . THERE is everything in everything.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6326. DESTINY spoke: "I have never allowed deliberation
to smile, have rather kept it under the thumb. It cannot move
even an inch.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6327 . WHEN a servant, whoever he/she may be, sheds tears,
the angel embraces himlher.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6328. YOU may have learnt all branches of knowledge of
the mean world, but if you have not avoided completely backbiting, you, in fact, are nothing.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6329. SATAN was tutor to the angels. Nobody could ever
satisfy him through reasoning.
Say without reasoning: 'I believe in Allah!'
If you believe in having first seen Him, what belief would it
be? Believe without seeing first.
Satan is the greatest jealous.
The Din (Faith) is one; only because of jealousy has it
divided into seventy two sects.
"Sucked the tongue of Hadrat (Muhammad W~) and
learnt all the knowledge. This is how his (W~) household
learn." Whoever said, said it right.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6330.

THE beginning of Faith has been with Hadrat Ali

~ and he has been lucky to be the first believer of all.

Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyian!
6331. 0 GRANDSlRE! To the world of art and to us this is
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no journey at all; anybody can undertake it.
The whole world, but not the Faith, is contained in this
journey.
There is one and only hallmark of faqr, that is faqr has
nothing to do with the world, the friends and foes are alike.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6332. AlLAH THE ALMIGHTY created this world for my
master, W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him. Oncoming
of a member of his family alone remains. This (world) subsists
awaiting his arrival only.
Yii-/fayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6333. THE well is brimful of water and the water drawer is
also present. But there is neither the rope nor the water can. Tell,
how the thirsty would be satiated!
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6334. THEY all are the followers of my master W~,
may my soul be sacrificed for him. I love them and they love me. .
Nay, they may love me or not, but I certainly do. They are already
divided into seventy-two sects. Do not add to it. They are simply
the Muslims. Please leave them as they are.
Yii-/fayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6335. WHAT you regard as the means of the Nation's
prestige, is, rather, the foliage of disintegration.
The national prestige amounts to - self-satisfaction!
The national disintegration - may Allah the Almighty grant
peace against!
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6336. THE alms giver is in peace against calamities. Mii shii'
Alliih!
The alms receiver i.e., collector is responsible regarding who
to give, what to give and how much to give.
The charity giver is free.
The charity receiver i.e. collector is puzzled regarding who to
give, what to give and how much to give.
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They all are rich, earning and living in comfort. They are not
dependent on anyone. The sick and only is dependent. What to
say enjoying his life, he is unhappy and fed up of life. Whatever
you can do it for the sick only. To me these are the best uses of
alms and charities. t~ t;! ~ l:..J Wa ma 'alaynii ili-al-baliighl
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6337. THIS living is not mine, nor is it for me.
Never ever have I to accept it! Give it to him, who
deserving near you.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

IS

6338. I:IAI:;>RA.T! I want to say this that the earnings of the
whole of my life are the trust of and set aside for the sick creatures
of my Allah the Almighty.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6339. DO not manipulate for the sake of two chapaties; every
living being receives the chapati.
If begging from door to door is not the ultimate disgrace,
what else is it?
The cuttings from the shroud of the dead form your dress. If
it is not shameful what else is it?
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6340. THE thirst that is continually upsetting you is in actual
fact the Almighty Allah's greatest blessing. And this falls to the
(good) luck of the fasting person. Have you not given it a thought
that the distinguishing condition of those suffering from pain and
torture is the intense thirst.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6341. EATING is permitted so are feeding the hungry and
dressing the naked. Hoarding is forbidden. This is the meaning of
Tariqat (Islamic Mysticism).
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6342. 'AU ~ is an embodiment of the name Charity.
Do not be stingy in the distribution of charities. May the world,
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the faith and the Hereafter all be given away in charity. 'Ali ~
gave it and to Him it was given away.
Ya- 'AZiyyu!
Ya- 'AZiyyu! '. <- L.i A Ie. L.i A Ie. I.i A Ie. I.i
v - C AZ"
, vV
I for-~
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I. a-.a tyyu.
I. a-I.'anm-a - ,
'
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'aft»! Ya- khairun nasir.

Jii- I.! pi

(0 'Ali! 0 'Ali! 0 'Ali! 0 Karim (the Generous) par
excellence! 0 the best alms-giver!)
Distribution and receipt of the Ali's (~) charities shall
carry on day and night. This alone is the aim and meaning of
charities.

Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6343. THERE may remain or not anything, but your word
must stand and dhikr (remembrance) must be established. There
is then no dearth of anything; everything comes and goes. It is no
way counted as heavy on the heart.

Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6344. IT is fasting not only of drinking and eating, but also
of everything else.

Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
The Holy Prophet W ~ said: "There are many people
who fast, but do not reap any recompense from fasting except
thirst. There are many people who worship at night, but gain
nothing except wakefulness. That is, there are many such people
whose fasting and worshiping is futile and they reap no
recompense." - (AbU Hurairah /Diirami)
The Holy Prophet ~ ~ said: "The man who does not
give up lying and evil deeds (during fasting) and is giving up only
drinking and eating is not at all desired by Allah the Almighty." (AbU Hurairah/Bukhdri)

The Holy Prophet ~ ~ said: "The fast is the shield until
the fasting person does not break it (i.e. until he/she does not
back-bite, tell lie as these acts fowl the fast just, it is as if the shield
is broken)." - (AbU Ubaidah/Nasii'i)
Ya-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
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6345. 0 THE dust covered heart! You are a lump of flesh.
If Allah the Almighty frees it from all dirt and makes it
punctual of prayers and fasting, the same heart will be enlightened
thus becoming the 'enlightened heart'. The prayers will thus be
your rni'riij (uplift) and the fast your shield.
The idle thoughts do not allow you concentration in prayers,
hence break the shield.
Wa rna 'alaynii ill-al-baliigh!
Wa rna tasofiqui ilia bIllah!
Ya-I:Iayyu, ya-Qayyurn!
6346. THE Faith and life stance of the Fuqarii is love for
and ittibii' (following) of the Holy Prophet Muhammad W~.
I am the follower of every living stance, following everybody's
good practice.
The fuqarii have no personal group of them. They are the
lovers of the love of the Holy Prophet W~, unaware of every
door except one. Absorbed in their own attachment, they are
unaware of everything else. This alone is the nature of the Faith
and this alone is the spirit of Tazohid. Whenever the fuqara met
with one another, they met with love, surpassing all the limits of
love and sincerity. They said to one another: "We met you to see
you only and found you wherever we looked. You were there in
nothingness as also in divinity." Although they are nothing
whatever, yet they are pleased in love.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyurn!
6347. WHAT You have done has been observed, AlHamdulillahs ... Tawl;zfd!
What You are doing is being observed, Ma Shii' Allah! ...
Tawl;zfd!
What you will do shall be observed, Mubiirakan!
Mukarrarnan! Musharrafan! ... Tazohid!
Its welcome with a smile is the success of humanity.
Mu'min (the true Muslim) is granted the best kind of lman
(Faith) and the Muuiahhid (the strict believer of Unity of God),
the best form of Tawakkal (trust in and fear of Allah the
Almighty).
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Wa mii 'alaynii ill-al-baldgh!
Wa mii taufiqui iila bIilah!
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6348. EVERBODY in the Universe is concerned about
himself, remembering Allah the almighty not even for a while and
independent of the bounties of the Hereafter. When will you do
it?
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6349.
Almighty.

'ALI is one of the blessed Names of Allah the
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Subhiin Rabbi al-'Aliyy-il- 'Ala al-uiahhiib!
(Glorified be Allah the Sustainer Who is the Best
Bestower!)
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6350. ATTACHED to Allah the Almighty, cut off from
everything else is the real routine of those engaged in Tariqat.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6351. NOT a misdeed but only the doubtful thought would
deprive from the benefits of the Chains of Tariqat.
There had been only a thought that ... the blessing of the
graces disappeared.
A lot had to be done in order to recoup the graces.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6352.

"

"

"

~;)- ~~~~~~~~~

"
"
YA-'ALIYYU! Ya-'Aliyyu!
Ya-'Aliyyu!
-"Tasb'i/:z
(0 the Grantor! 0 the Grantor! 0 the Grantor!)
recitation.
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the

Ya-Kanmu! Ya-Kanmu! Ya-Kanmu! - Du 'a
o the Gracious! 0 the Gracious! 0 the Gracious!) is the
supplication.
These are two litanies. Ma shii' Allah!
Ya-/:layyu, ya-Qayyum!
6353. HE who knows can act, but he does not. This is the
ultimate limit of relaxation, generosity of several kinds that would
overwhelm everything and in all manners.
Ya-/:layyu, ya-Qayyum!
6354. YOU have been forbidden many times over not to
interfere in my affairs, and not to argue.
Ya-/:layyu, ya-Qayyum!
6355. 0 the one unaware of graces! Ask for graces. There is
everything accompanying graces. And all efforts and means are
there because of graces.
~ J.all.Jj Alllj WAllahu dhu al-fadl-al-taziml
(And Allah is the Lord of bounties unbounded!)
"pJ1 ~I~ ~'.; 6~ Subhana rabbi dh-il-Ja4l-il- 'azim!
(Glorified be my Allah Who is Most Bounteous!)
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6356. YOU are welcome every day, but do not bring along
your wife.
Ya-/:layyu, ya-Qayyum!
6357. SUCCESS is nothing as such; it is only an effect of
respect for time.
Ya-/:layyu, ya-Qayyum!
6358. THERE are no satisfactory arrangements for unidii,
toilets and purdah for ladies.
Ya-/:layyu, ya-Qayyum!
6359. ~ l."hi ~J: ~ Alastu bi rabbi kum; Qalu bala!
(Am I not your Rabb (Sustainer)? Yes, You are!) Whenever
someone submitted to this, He became pleased.
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Wa mii 'alaynii ili-al-baliighl

Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!

6360.
EXAMINE your own room for niceties of
organisation of your room. The room alone interprets the heart.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6361.
,.. .. ~j..JI~)I ~I r-J Bismillii-hir Rahmii-nir Rahim! and
,.~ ~l;, Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyftm are the greatest occupation. The
practitioner of this practice is not dependent for any other
occupation. Nor can he undertake anything else. This is a full
time job and most excellent of each and every occupation. Ma
shii' Allah!
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
,,, ..

6362. cURS Al-Milad Al-Mubarak (the Gathering at the
Blessed Birthday) of Hadrat Sharf-ud-Din Bu 'Ali Shah Qalandar
~: Marhabanl Mukarraman! Musharrajan!
There are neither Hir nor Riinjhal Hir is inside along with
Riinfha in this physical body.
There is none else at all. He Himself is Hir as well as Riinjha.
He Himself set up His own meeting. No alien can ever
accommodate. How would he/she do it?
The alien is non-entity. There is no alien at all.
In our sitting Hir never came along unveiled. Whenever she
came, she came strolling along in a loving manner.
He Himself watches and displays.
He Himself hears and narrates
He Himself speaks and makes others too.
The Dhii: Himself sings His own song.
He Himself makes (others) recount His attributes.
Sometime He sings the song of Siddfqiyyat (truthfulness).
Sometime He adorns the face of Zindfqiyyat (repudiation).
Sometime He plays the music of (His) Independence.
He lights the fire and puts it out Himself.
He Himself builds and pulls down.

The faqir would bear anyone.
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He neither makes one laugh nor cry.
He smiles in the absorption of his love.
Sometime he has shaved head and face.
Sometime he is keeping long hair and beard.
Sometime he is conscious.
Sometime he is intoxicated.
He bestowed on someone the lman (Faith) and on someone
the kufr (infidelity). They are all Your bestowals. Had there been
no Imiin (Faith), how could we distinguish kufr (infidelity)! Had
there been no kufr (fidelity), who would be the fuel for Hell Fire!
Both Heaven and Hell are Your own creations and for the
servants. 0 Lord of the Worlds! For the sake of the mercy of Your
Rahmat-un-lil- 'Alamfn, may my soul be sacrificed for him,
W~, shower Your blessing on to the servants. 0 the Lord of
the Worlds! Do it for the sake of the Messenger W~, Shaft'
Al-Mudhnibin (intercessor of the sinners)! Amfin! Amfin! Amfin!
The most delicious drink is the milk mixed slightly with red
wine. There is neither refutation nor agreement, neither seconding nor rejecting.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!

6363. SIDQ (TRUTH is awaiting the Siddiqiyyat (truthfulness). 0 please come along, do come round! The eyes are tired
of watching in waiting.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6364. WANTED:
A man is wanted who never tells lies, never backbites, never
carries tales, never practises jealousy and never backs out.
I had all these four things and still have them. But I sincerely
repent of all these four. My master W~, may my soul be
sacrificed for him, has said: " He who repents sincere of heart has
all his sins forgiven as though he is given birth by the mother that
day."
Yii-/fayyu, ya-Qayyian!
6365. 0 GRANDSlRE! The whole of my life has been spent
travelling. I have not seen on the face of this world a man who
never tells lies, never backbites, never carries tales, never practices
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jealousy and never gives a back word.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6366. THIS World is a jungle where all kinds of animals are
found, the carnivores, the herbivores, the grazers, and "the birds.
They are not all jackals, there is also a lion hiding in one of the
caves.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6367. JEALOUSY is such an evil hidden in the physical
body that is worse than every other evil. Nobody spots it; it carries
on with its job all inside. There would hardly be a person in the
world, who may be free from jealousy completely. Although
controlling lies, backbiting, carrying tales and backing out are a
difficult valley to cross, could possibly be traversed, but burning
the jealousy to ashes is the most difficult valley. Only the dead and
not the living one can overcome it. And this is one of the most
excellent reward.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6368. A SPIRIT among them all in a journey said: "Why
should the jealousy not be burnt to ashes, the jealousy that is
burning everybody to ashes, so that it can never burn anyone."
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6369. DESTINY is subject to the state and is intensely in
waiting. Change your state. As soon as it changed, everything
changed in no time. And this is the eternal principle of destiny.
Ya-lfayyu,ya-Qayyum!
6370. IF a lesson from the past is not rewarding, change
yourself and everything straightaway. You will find everything
changed in the morning. If you do not believe, change and see it
for yourself.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6371. THE first change is that of the surroundings. And the
surroundings comprise the faithful and sincere friends who are
known as the sparkling stars. They are one and the same both
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inward and outward, a single entity like a family. And they are the
honour of respect and love. Ma shii' Allah! Mubarakan!
Mukarraman! Musharrafan!
Ya-lfaYYUJ ya-Qayyiim!

6372. FUQARA. meet people only for the sake of Allah the
Almighty and discharge every job for His sake only.
They have no concern with the rich and the ruler as though
they do not exist at all.
Having lived like the gypsies without any house their joy
knows no bounds at the honour of the Nature's rewards.
Ya-lfaYYUJ ya-Qayyum!
6373. HE who is not there as yet would never be.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6374. THE Tabib (doctor) is not aware of the ingredients of
the medicine. He knows only the written down benefits of the
ready-made medicine. He does not know the role played by its
components, nor is he knowledgeable of the diagnosis of the
disease, the properties of the prescription and its usefulness.
The perfection of the wisdom of the Hukamii' (pI. for the
Hakim, the indigenous doctor) is most excellent of all.
Ya-ijaYYUJ ya-Qayyum!
6375. THE BLESSED BIRTHDAY of Hadrat Amir AlMu'minin Ali-Al-Murtada ~ :
. .
Free from labour, the respite brings forth to the present the
glorious knowledge and wisdom of the past and introduces to the
new consciousness. It tells a spade a spade; a lie a lie and a truth a
truth. Nobody refutes the truth. Even the enemies praise it. The
majesty never lets a lie raise its head, rather burns it to ashes. The
majesty short of discipline is regarded as faulty. Yii-Hayyu, yaQayyum!
Blessing is the spirit of discipline and charity, of the blessing.
Ya-ijayyu J ya-Qayyum!
Charity alone has moderated the discipline.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6376. WAKING at night is a bounty. Waking at night
continuously is the best reward. Whatever job is discharged at
night is never unfulfilled, though it may be them (i.e. a burglary).
There is concentration in wakefulness; it is not disturbed
here and there like in day time, and it is not wasted.
Only those awake are aware of the blessings of waking. There
is no joy in sleeping; it is like getting into the bed and sleeping all
night.
Eating and sleeping is no life.
Feeding and remaining awake is a great life.
For His grace and blessing Allah the Almighty attends most
affectionately to those who remain awake. And this is the greatest
honour.
When the rule of night is near to end the bestowals are
distributed.
Ya-/:layyu, ya-Qayyum!
6377. SEEING like the blind is the limit to the respect of
womanhood.
Whoever sees like this, Allah the Almighty also sees him
likewise. He honours such seers with the taste of servantship.
Walk along with your mother, sister, and wife and see if ever any
sight is glanced at them. Practicing is seeing. Yii-Hayyu, yaQayyUm!
The fact of the matter is that whenever the eyes are raised at
a woman, they are attentively and many times over. And this is
the real breach of trust. We are unaware of it. Whether or not
anyone stop short of it, but you must surely, and see for yourself
the rewards for this.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6378. HAVING CREATED one, He created the whole
world. What one has everyone else has too.
Ya-Hcyyu, ya-Qayyum!
.6379. WHOEVER is not acceptable to anyone is regarded
as below the accepted standards. This is exactly in keeping with
the time, and it does happen so.
Ya-/:layyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6380. THE guard is the guardian of the harvest.
Were there any relaxation, the jackals would have not let the
melon creepers ripen. They would have notched them to soil;
neither fit to eat nor to take to the market.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6381. THE things the self dislikes are very much liked by
Allah the Almighty.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6382. TO suggest sinning, levelling up any drawbacks in it,
encouraging and forcing to commit are perfect evil acts and
frustrating the plans to commit evil is the pride-inspiring good.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6383. NOBODY says anything to anyone. Only people force
others to make statements and commissions.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6384.

THE ailments of the physical body are because of

sins.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6385. TO standby is the real bravery. Bravery is a complex
of many different essences. Standing by someone is the most
excellent.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6386. IS there really a dearth of friends! Make anyone your
friend . Beware! there are hardly a few counted friends in the
world.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6387. JUST as the poor is light (lowly) in every worldly
affair, so would he be light (free) in the Hereafter.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6388. THE English indulged in leisure, pomp and glory for
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more than the Mogul. They did it having legalised it and excelled
them.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6389. DYEING by the dyer is wearing well, pleasant and
never fading.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6390. THE egg that is removed from under the wings of a
hen and is replaced under the wings of another would never be
hatched. No chick is born. It is thrown away after all.
Yii-lfayyu,yii-Qayyum!
6391. A pretty tiny bud brought forth sweet smell in the
Garden of Inn and irradiated each and every leaf. You threw them
away at a rubbish tip. Outcast! Outcast! Outcast!
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

6392. GHAZWA-I-BADR (The Battle of Badr):
Ghazwa-i-Badr was the first battle of the World of Islam that
was fought for the sake and in the path of Allah the Almighty.
My master, may my soul be sacrificed for him a:~, was
the First General of the Muslim Force.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6393. THE Sword of Allah the Almighty accompanied and
so did everything of the Heaven and Earth.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6394. THE Archangels Gabriel and Michael accompanied
and so did the heavenly and earthly creatures, the carnivores, the
grazers, the reptiles, the birds and everybody.
But the Satan ... . The regal majesty W~ had broken
the back of this outcast.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
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qliazwa- i-'Batfrrrlie Battle of Badr
Al-Mustafid Diir-ul-Ehsiin is most grateful to Allah the Almighty
the Blessed, the Honoured the Majestic, the Exalted, the
Gracious, at the honour of publication of Ghazwa-i-Badr (The
Battle of Badr).
Al-Jfamdu-lil-Allahi hamden
kathiran tayyiban, mubiirakan
fihi kama yuhibbu rabbanii wa
~JH
yardii!
(Praise be to Allah the Almighty, and in Abundance, the
praise that is blessed, pleasing and appealing to our
Sustainer! As our Lord loves and is pleased with.)
I

--

Significance of Badr
The name Badr, pronounced withfatab on the letter 'bd' and the
letter 'd' silent, is the well named after a man called Badr who
belonged to the Tribe of Ghitar. He had the well dug up. It is also
said that a man named Badr, who belonged to the Tribe of Banu
Damra, lived around there, hence it became known after him. It is
also claimed that Badr is called the well as it is round like the full
Moon or that for its clear clean water that reflected the Moon. It
is at a distance of seventy two miles from Madinah Munawwarah
on the route to Makkah Al-Mukarramah. The word Badr is
masculine and not feminine in gender. - (Tankh Al-Khamees VI, p368)
Ghazwa-i-Badr (The Battle of Badr)
(The Muslim Army) set out towards Badr on Wednesday, 8
Ramadan Al-Mubarak 02 AH, corresponding to 4 March 624 CEo
The Battle of Badr took place on Friday, 17 Ramadan Al-Mubarak
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02 AH, corresponding to 13 March 624 CEo
Number of Troops at Badr
Muhammad bin Ishaq $iibibu Al-Maghiizi reports that the total
number of Muslims,comprising both the immigrants and the
A~iirs (the indigenous residents), was three hundred and
fourteen. Of this number, the eighty-three were the immigrants;
sixty-one the A~iirs from the Tribe of Aws and one hundred and
seventy from the Tribe of Khazraj. - (Tiinkh Al-Khamees V2, p702; AlBadayah V3, p3I7)

The Special Envoy of Troops of Badr
Hadrat Abu Bakr Siddiq ~ was the leader for consultation
amongst the immigrants and Hadrat Sa'id bin Mu'adh ~,
the one amongst the A~iirs. _ (Al-Badaya Ibn Kathir V3, p328)
Arms of the Troops of Badr
There were nine shields and only eight swords. The Muslims had
only seventy camels. They had two horses, one called Baghraja
belonged to Hadrat Miqdad bin Aswad ~ and the other
called Ya'soob belonged to Hadrat Zubair bin Al-'Awam ~.
The Flags of Badr and their Colours
The big flag was carried by Hadrat Mus'ab bin 'Umair ~.
There were two small flags, one carried by Hadrat Ali bin Abi
Talib ~ amongst the immigrants and the other by Hadrat
Sa'd bin 'Ubada ~ amongst the A~iirs. - (Al-Badaya Ibn Kathir
V3,p328)

Hadrat Ibn Ishaq has reported the Holy Messenger W~
having passed on the flag to Mus'ab bin 'Umair bin Hashsham
bin 'Abd Munaf bin Abd-ad-Dar, Ibn Hashshiim reported that it
was a white flag. - (Ibn Hashshiim VI, p35I)
There were two black flags carried in front of the Holy
Messenger W~, one by Hadrat 'Ali ~ and the other by
'Iqab . - (Ibn Hasshiim VI , p35I)
The First Manyr in the Battlefield
The first martyr among the Muslims who fell in the incursion was
Hadrat Mihja' ~ who was Hadrat 'Umar bin Al-Kkhattab's
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(~) slave set free. He died by the arrow shot at him. Ibn
Ishdq reports that he was the first martyr. - (Al-Badaya wa Al-Nahiiya
V3,p274)

The First Killed of the Disbelievers
The first death amongst the disbelievers at Badr was Aswad bin
Abd-il-Asad Makhziimi who was killed by Hadrat Harnza
~bin Abd-il-Muttalib, - (Al-Badaya wa Al-Nahaya V3, p272)
The Guards of the Holy Messenger's (W~) Enclave
Hadrat Sa'd bin Mu'adh ~ along with a few of his
companions, armed with swords, stood guard outside the door of
the Holy Messenger's (~) hut. - (Al-Badiiya wa Al-Nahiiya V3, p27I)
The Holy Messenger's (W~) Special Guard
Hadrat Abu Bakr Siddiq with the naked sword stood by his bed
head, guarding the Holy Messenger W ~.
The Holy Messenger's (~) Special litany on the Eve of Badr
The Holy Messenger W~ in his posture of prostration
incanted several times most humbly, tears rolling down his eyes,
the litany of ~...Hi~ ~~ Ya Hayyu ya-Qayyum! (0 the Living, 0 the
Lasting!) Such like narrations by Hadrat Ali ~ have been
listed by Al-Nasii'i and Al-Hiikim. - (TiinkhAl-Khamees VI, p379)
Special Kite Mark of the Companions on the Day of Badr
Ibn Hashsham has reported that the Companions recited Ahadun
Ahadun (The One, the One) on the day of Badr. - (Al-Badayah wa AlNahiiyah V3, p274)

Special Kite Mark of the Angels during the Battle of Badr
Hadrat Abdullah bin 'Abbas ~ has reported that the angels
who landed in the Battle of Badr wore white turbans. And Hadrat
Suhail bin 'Umar ~ has reported that they were 'riding
piebald horses. - (Al-Badiiyah wa Al-Nahiiyah V3, p28I)
The Special Sign of the Archangel Gabriel ......~
The Archangel Gabriel ......~ was, however, wearing a yellow
turban. - (Al-Badayab wa Al-Nahayah V3, p28I)
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The Man Who Killed his Father during the Battle of Badr
The Holy Messenger W~ reported that Abu 'Ubaida bin
jarah killed his own father on the day of Badr. - (Asaba bin Hijr V5,
pH)

The Man Who Killed his Maternal Uncle during the Battle of
Badr
Hadrat 'Umar ~ reported having killed his maternal uncle
Al-'A~i bin Hashsham during the Battle of Badr. - (Al-Badayab wa
Al-Nahiiyah V3, p290)

The Holy Messenger's (W~) Litany on the Day ofBadr
i.,H.J1J _~ ~ Shahat 'il-Wujuh (May the enemies be defeated and
downtrodden!) - (Al-Badiiya wa Al-Nahaya V3, p284)
The Killers of Abu Jahl
The Holy Messenger J.!::'~ has reported the two men having
killed Abu jahl, According to Hadrat 'Abd ar-Rahman bin 'Auf
~ two youths pounced at Abu jahl like an eagle and killed
him. They were both the sons of the lady Companion 'Afra'. The
first blow came from the sword of Hadrat Mu'adh bin 'Umr thus
cutting his throat and he received his possessions. The other
person was Mu'adh bin 'Afra'. - (Al-Badayah waAl-Nahiiyah V3, p288)
The Man Who Cut Abu Jahl's Head
Hadrat Abdullah bin Mas'ud ~ reported that he separated
Abu Jahl's head from his torso. Holding the head by the beard, he
beseeched the Holy Messenger thus: "I have killed Abu Jahl." (Al-Badayab wa Al-Nahayah V3, p389)

The Holy Messenger's (W~) Special Supplication at the
Killing of Abu Jahl
Allah the Almighty is Great! All praises is for Allah the Almighty
Who established or fulfilled His promise and helped His servant
who alone defeated His enemies. All praise is to Allah the
Almighty Who, 0 the enemy of Allah the Almighty, degraded
you, the Pharaoh of this Nation. May Allah the Almighty shower
His blessings on both sons of'Mra' who were party to the killing
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of the Pharaoh of the Nation, the ringleader of the disbelievers.
Thereafter, he fell into prostration and said two units of nasoiifal
prayers. - (Al-Badayah wa Al-Nahiiyah V3, p289) .
On the authority of Hadrat Abdullah bin Abi 'Ufa ~, it
is reported that the Holy Messenger W~ prayed two units of
nasoiifal on hearing the death of Abu [ahl. - (Al-Badiiyah wa AlNahiiyah V3,289)

Who Distributed the Booty of the Battle of Badrl
Hadrat Abdullah bin Ka'b Al-Mazan! from An$iir was appointed
to distribute the booty of Badr. - (Ibn Sa 'd V2,pI8)
The Holy Messenger's (W~) Sword
The Holy Messenger W~ liked the sword Zulfiqiir for
himself. - (Ibn Sa'd V2, pI8)
The Giver of Good News of the Conquest of Badr
The Holy Messenger a:~ sent off Zaid bin Harth to
Madinah Munawwarah with the good news of the conquest of
Badr. He (also) gave the good news to the Madinites about the
welfare and safety of the Holy Messenger JW~, the Muslims'
victory at Badr and the gains of booty off the disbelievers. - (Ibn
Sa 'd V2, pI9)

One to One Fight
'Utba, Shaiba and Walid landed in the field and shouted: "0
Muhammad (W~)! Send the contestants over to the field for
a bout." The Holy Messenger a:~ said: "'Ubaida bin Harith,
you stand up, as also Hamza and Ali." When three of them came
near to them, they asked: "Who are you?" 'Ubaida ~ said, 'I
am 'Ubaida!' Hamza ~ said, 'I am Hamza.' And Ali ~
said, 'I am Ali.' They (the enemy) retorted: "Indeed, you are
worthy contenders." According to an Umvi tradition, they said:
"Speak out so that we are able to recognise you." Hadrat Hamza
~ spoke: "I am Hamza, the lion of Allah the Almighty and
His Holy Messenger a:~, and the son of Abdul Muttalib."
Shaiba commented, 'You are really my worthy contender.' Hadrat
Ali ~ spoke: "I am 'Ali, the servant of Allah the Almighty
and brother (i.e, cousin) of the Almighty Allah's Messenger."
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Hadrat 'Ubaida ~ spoke: "I am their ally." Hadrat Hamza
~ contested Shaiba, Hadrat Ali ~, Walid and .E:Iac;lrat
'Ubaida~,
'Utba. Hadrat Hamza ~ did not allow
Shiba even to collect himself and killed him. Hadrat Ali ~
killed Walid, sending him over to Hell. Hadrat 'Ubaida ~ and
'Utba got to grips with each other. They attacked each other with
full force, both sustaining wounds. Hadrat Hamza ~ and 'Ali
~ both pounced at 'Utba and killed him and took their
comrade to their companions in the rear. When they brought him
over to the Holy Messenger W~, they made him lie near
him. He W ~ spread his feet whereon Hadrat 'Ubaida ~
rested his cheek, saying: "0 the Messenger of Allah the Almighty!
Had Abu Talib seen me today he would have known that 1 am the
interpreter of this of his verse:
We would be cut to nieces
' .. ~/,(;,~~ .t'~':- , .11. J'.
Rather handing theyo
Messenger ~
......I .. I.:f~ v-- ~..1
Over, 0 the disbelievers,
Caring naught for our children
B,~ \ j- ~~.J
And the partners.
When Hadrat 'Ubaida ~ died at the place called Safra,
the Holy Messenger *~ said: "I bear witness that you are a
martyr."

J!Y-\J

- (Narrated by Ash-Shiifi7, Al-Badayah wa Asiiba Al-Nahiiyah V3, p274)

Pensions for the Companions of Badr
On Qais's authority, the Companions of Badr had five thousand
rupees each as a pension. Hadrat 'Umar Faruq ~ Said: "I
hold superior the Companions of Badr to the future generations."
- (Bukhiin Sharif N. 4044; Fatah Al-Bari V5)

A Dialogue on the Day of Resurrection
Hadrat Ali ~ is reported to have said: "I will be the first
person who will in the kneeling posture on the Day of
Resurrection have a dialogue (presenting my case) with Allah the
Beneficent." Qais bin 'Ubad stated: "Surab Al-Hajj (Pilgrimage)
concerns them in the context (of the Battle of Badr). These are
the people who called for a fight at Badr. They were Hadrat
Hamza ~, '.E:Iac;lrat Ali ~ and Hadrat 'Ubaida ~
and Shaiba, 'Utba and Walid." - (Bukhiiri No.3965; Fatahal-Biiri V7)
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The Order to Remove Bells from the Camels' Necks
Hadrat 'A'ishah ~~ has reported the Holy Messenger
W~, ordering to remove the bells from the camels' necks on
the Day of Badr. - (Al-Badayah wa Al-Nahiiyah V3, p261)
Appointment of Hadrat 'UthmAn ~ for Looking after his
(The Holy Messenger's W~) Ailing Daughter
The Holy Messenger W~ left Hadrat 'Uthman ~ in
Madinah Munawwarah in order to look after his ailing daughter
Ruqiyyah ~~, who was his (Hadrat 'Uthman 's ~) wife.
He gave him the glad tiding of a share for him in the recompense
and booty for the Companions of Badr. - (Tiirikh Al-Khamees VI,p371)
The Prayer Leader at Madinah Munawwarah
The Holy Messenger W~ appointed 'Abdullah bin Ummi
MaktUm ~ as an Imam (the Prayer Leader) for the people at
Madinah Munawwarah. - (Al-Badayah V3, p260)
Governor of Madinah Munawwarah
At a place called Ar-Ruha the Holy Messenger W~
appointed Hadrat Abu Lubaba ~ as Governor of Madinah
Munawwarah and sent him back there. - (Al-Badayah V2, p261)
The Holy Messenger's (W~) Spies
The Holy Messenger W~ sent over Hadrat Talhah ~
and Hadrat Sa'id ~ to spy on Abu Sufyan's troops. - (Tiinkh
Al-Khamees VI , p371)

The Commanders of the Suburban Districts of Madinah
Munawwarah
The Holy Messenger W ~ sent back from Ar-Ruha Hadrat
'Asim bin 'Adi Al-Ailani ~ and Harith bin Hatib ~ in
order to safeguard the suburban dwellings of Madinah
Munawwarah. - (TiinkhAl-Khamees VI ,p371)
The Two Injured Were Returned
The Holy Messenger W ~ returned Hadrat Harith bin
Simmah ~ and Hadrat Khawwat bin Jubair ~ both
during the journey for they had fallen off the camel and sustained
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injuries. - (Tiinkh Al-Khamees VI, p37I)
The Angels Killing Disbelievers on the Day of Badr
Hadrat Abi Umama bin Sahl ~ has reported on his father's
authority, beseeching the Holy Messenger W~: "0 the
Messenger of Allah the Almighty (W~)! 'I saw on the Day of
Badr that one amongst us pointed at the disbeliever's head and his
head reeled off his body to the ground before the sword were to
be smitten." - (Narrated by Baihiqi; Al-Badiiyah V3, p28I)
The Signs of the Disbelievers' Dead Bodies
Ibn Ishaq in his Maghiizi has the Holy Messenger W~
saying: "Walk along and happily that Allah the Almighty has
fulfilled one of His two promises to me. By Allah the Almighty, I
am seeing the places where the disbelievers are to fall." - (AlBadiiyah V3, p263)

The Falling Imprints of the Disbelievers' Corpses on the Day of
Badr
Hadrat Ans ~ has narrated the Holy Messenger *~
saying: "This is the falling point of such and such a disbeliever he actually put his blessed hand on the ground - and this is for the
other. Here is another's falling place." There was not a difference
even of an inch from what the Holy Messenger *~ had
pointed with his blessed hand and the actual falling place. - (Ahmad
& Muslim; Al-Badiiyah V3, 263)

Statement on Cutting off Abii Jahl's Neck
Abii Jabl had put to 'Abdullah bin Mas'iid ~ to cut when he
would his head off his body from its very base thus helping it look
impressive to the eye of the Holy Messenger W~. - (Tiirfkh AlKhamees, VI , p385)

The Well of Badr
Hadrat Abii Talhah ~ has reported the Holy Messenger
~~ ordering to throw in to a disused well with foul water at
Badr twenty four corpses of the leaders of the Quraish. - (Bukhiin
Sharf! No. 3976; Fata Al-Biiri V7, p300, printed in Egypt)
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· The Holy Messenger's (~) Address to the Disbelievers'
Corpses
Hadrat Abu Talhah ~ reported that the Holy Messenger
W~ walked along and then stopped by the wall of the well
calling them by their names and their fathers' names and saying:
"0 such and such person son of such and such father! Do you like
it here now that you would have obeyed Allah the Almighty and
His Messenger (W~)? We have found the promise Allah the
Almighty had made to us all come true. Did you also find the
treatment that Allah the Almighty had prescribed." Hadrat 'Umar
Farflq ~ beseeched: "0 the Holy Messenger (W~):
"You are talking to people who are without the spirit." The Holy
Messenger W~ said: "I swear by the Dhiit Who has my soul
in His hand that they are hearing me clearly in-as-much-as you
are not." - (Fatah AI-Ban - Sharah Sabib AI-Bukhan V7, p30I)
When the disbelievers were tipped into a ditch, he
(*~) stood by the side and said: "0 the ones in the ditch!
You are the worst tribe of the Prophet (W~). You doubted
me whilst the others certified me. You drove me out of Makkah
Mukarramah. The others offered me the refuge. You started
battle with me and the other people helped me." - (Tankh A-Khamis
VI, p385)

What is ]ehAd AI-Akbar?
Hadrat Jabir ~ has narrated that the Holy Messenger
W~ came back from a battle arid spoke to the Companions
.... thus: "You have come back safe and sound. You have
returned from Jihad Al-Asghar to Jihad Al-Akbar." The
Companions ..... beseeched: "0 the Holy Messenger W~ of
Allah the Almighty! What is Jihad A/-Akbar?" He replied: "To
fight against one's self is Jihad Al-Ahbar. "
- (Tarikh Baghdad Al-Khatib Al-Baghdadi VI3 , p493)

The Blessed Names of the Companions ofBadr
o Allah the Almighty! I seek Your refuge for the sake of our
leader and master and beloved Hadrat Muhammad W ~ and
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Citation of the Companions of Badr in the Holy Qur'An

In the Name of Allah, Most
Gracious, Most Merciful
Just as thy Lord ordered thee
Out of your house in truth,
Even though a party among
The Believers disliked it.
- (Al-Qur'iin 8:5)

Remember ye were
On the hither side
Of the valley, and they
On the farther side,
And the caravan
On lower ground than yeo
Even if ye had made
A mutual appointment
To meet, ye would certainly
Have failed in the
appointment:
But (thus ye met)
That God might accomplish
A matter already enacted.
- (Al-Qur'iin 8:42)

Remember He covered you
With a sort of drowsiness
To give you calm as from
Himself, and he caused
Rain to descend on you
From heaven, to clean you
Therewith, to remove from you
The stain of Satan,
To strengthen your hearts
And to plant your feet
Firmly therewith.
Remember your Lord inspired
The angels (with the message):
"I am with you; give
Firmness to the Believers:
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I will instil terror
Into the hearts of the
Unbelievers:
Smite ye above their necks
And smite all their
Finger-tips off them."
- (Al-Qur'an 8: 11-12)

"There has already been
For you a Sign
In the two armies
That met (in combat):
One was fighting in the Cause
Of God, the other
Resisting God; these saw
With their own eyes
Twice their number.
But God doth support
With His aid whom He pleaseth.
In this is a warning
For such as have eyes to see."
- (Al-Qur'iin 3:13)

These two antagonists dispute
With each other about their Lord.
- (Al-Qur'iin 22:19)

Remember ye implored
The assistance of your Lord,
And He answered you:
"I will assist you
With a thousand of the angels,
Ranks on ranks!'
God made it but a message
Of hope, and an assurance
To you hearts: (in any case)
There is no help
Except from God
And God is Exalted in Power, Wise.
- (Al-Qur'iin 8:9-10)
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Soon will their multitude
Be put to flight
And they will show
Their backs
Nay, the Hour (of Iudgement)
Is the time promised them
(For their full recompense):
And that hour will be
Most grievous and most bitter.
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- (Al-Qur'an 54:45-46)

o ye who believe!
When ye meet a force,
Be firm, and call God
In remembrance much (and often);
That ye may prosper.
- (Al-Qur'an 8:45)

Our Lord! Decide Thou
Between us and our people
In truth, for Thou
Art the best to decide.
- (Al-Qur'an 7:89)

The Companions of Badr in the lJadith and their Graces:
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(~'~ft') Hadrat Abu Hurairah ~ has narrated the Holy Prophet
W ~ saying: "Allah the Almighty looked at the Companions
of Badr and said, '0 the dwellers of Badr! Do what you wish. I
have forgiven you .'" - (narrated by Ahmad)
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Hadrat Abu Hurairah ~ has narrated the Holy
Prophet W ~ saying: "I hope that anyone of those who took
part in the Battle of Badr will, inshii Allah, not go to Hell." (narrated by Bazar)
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saying: "Anyone who took part in the Battle of Badr or the
Hudaibiyya (Oath of Ridwan) will not at all enter the Hell." (narrated by Ahmad)
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Hadrat Rufii'a bin Rafi' Al-Zurqqi al-Badri ~ has narrated
the Archangel Gabriel /~ having reported to and beseeched
the Holy Prophet W~: "'How do you reckon the
Companions of Badr amongst you?' He W ~ replied, 'The
most superior among the Muslims!' The Archangel Gabriel
/~, 'Likewise, the angels who took part in Battle of Badr are
regarded most superior among us the angels.''' - (narrated by Bukhiiri)
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Hadrat Abdullah bin Abi Aoufa ~ has narrated the Holy
Prophet W ~ saying: "0 Khalidl Why did you inflict pain on
to a Warrior of Badr? Were you to give away in charity the gold as
much as the Mount of Uhad, you will not reach his deed even
then." «(Selectionfrom Kanz A/-'Ummiil V5, 1'9)
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It is narrated on the authority of Hadrat Hasan ~ that
('I'

Hadrat Zubair and Hadrat Khalid bin Walid ~ had a dispute
between them. The Holy Prophet W ~ addressed I:Iac;irat
Khalid bin Walid: "Keep quiet about my Companions. I swear by
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the Dhiit Who holds my life in His hand that even though you give
away gold worth (as much as) the Mount of Uhad, you cannot
equal (in recompense) to one day of the Companions of Badr." (Selection from Kanz Al-Ummal V5, P91)
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Hadrat Ali bin Abi Talib ~ led the funeral prayer of Hadrat
Sahl bin Hanif by six takbirs saying that he was one of the
Companions of Badr. - (selectionfrom Kanz Al-'Ummal, P90)
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Hadrat Abu Bakr Siddiq ~ has narrated the Holy Prophet
W ~ saying: "Give the glad tidings of Heaven to the
Companions of Badr." - (Selection from Kanz Al- 'Ummiil V5, P89)
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Hadrat Jabir ~ has narrated Hadrat Hatib's servant having
complained regarding Hadrat Hatib ~ to the Holy Prophet
W~: "0 the Holy Messenger of Allah the Almighty! Hatib
will certainly go to Hell." The Holy Prophet W ~ said: "You
are telling a lie. He will never go to Hell because he has been to
the Battle of Badr and had an Oath of Ridwan." - (Mustadrik LilHakim V3, P301)

Supplication in the Names of the Companions of Badr
Allama Ad-Dawani has written in his 'Aqa'id Al-Udaddiya: "We
have heard from the scholars of Hadith that a supplication in the
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(0 Allah the . Almighty! I beseech You to take me into YOUI
custody that nobody can reach, draw me to Your nearness that
could not be disgraced or dishonoured, provide me the protection
that is sufficient and unreachable by anyone, disguise me in YOUI
complete folds that never tear apart, get me in to Your strong and
high fort and enter me in to Your trusts that are never lost. Erect
marquees of Your grace and protection, safeguard me under YOUI
protection, guard and generous attention and barricade me
against the evil of the evil-mongers. Hide me in the light of YOUI
Excellence away from the cruel and the unchaste, tie a knot round
every evil tongue and parry back the harmful arrow from me .
Blind every jealous eye to me, downgrade every revengeful hear!
to me and denigrate and disgrace him who wishes to dishonour:
never letting him rest rather narrowing the vast land on to him.
Rusticate from Your circle of forbearance, grace and bounty him
who inflicts discomfort on to me. Tie my enemies' hands and seal
their hearts. Fritter their bad wishes to dust and save me from the
enemy. Be my substitute for everything perishable and mortal and
save me from evil of dissentions and afflictions. Cleanse my hear!
from jealousy, dirt and resentment and cast away all evil arounc
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me. Fulfil the wishes of both the Worlds as also my last wish.
Shield me from evil destiny with Your hidden grace. Provide me
with Your hidden presence in all of my circumstances. Stay along
in my nights, days and dwelling. Be my companion in my journey,
rest of the outward and the inward. 0 Allah the Almighty! I
beseech You in the Names of Companions of Badr in order to
forgive my sorrows with Your forgiveness that is there for those
who transgress and disobey beyond limits and with Your grace
that is for every good or bad and regardless of any right over this.
Make me independent of everyone except Your Dhiit, Make my
life pleasant and enhance love for me in the hearts of Your true
believers. Payoff my other's rights, responsibilities and debts over
me. Do not leave me alone with my 'self even for a single
moment. Forgive my sins, make my livelihood pure, and forgive
my slips. Accept my deeds. Pull me out, and my offspring, from
dark in to light. Wedge a shield between me and my sins, and
make it (the shield) a strong fort. Grant Islam as my ultimate will
and a clean life for me. May I be forgiven for the (weakness) of
my Faith and the world. Do not disappoint me of Your grace and
blessing, forgiveness and mercy. Cast far away all darkness and
murkiness. Grant to my broken heart success and fulfil its wishes .
Grant me repentance and blessed belief. Show me the world as
you show it to Your pious servants. Tie up my broken string with
Your grace and bounty. Convert my helplessness in to affluence.
Root out my downtrodden self and awaken my destiny in
slumber. Set forth tears from eyes like rainfall for Your fear and
raise me high in my objectives. End my 'self at goodness and put
right my life hereafter. 0 Allah the Almighty! Send salutations
unto the best of Your creations, Muhammad W~, his
descendents and his companions all and Your utmost mercy, 0
the Most Merciful of the merciful. 0 the bearer of Niir (light), all
apparent! Help me, my parents, progeny, teachers and friends for
the sake of the leaders of the Companions of Badr. 0 the
descendents of the Holy Prophet *~! Grant us with the
Almighty Allah's help spirituality and all support. Assist me with
the ability from Allah the Almighty in my power by the command
of Allah the Almighty, appreciate me, offer representation with
the attention that would free from all deceit and cunning of the
insurgent. 0 the progeny leaders! If I do not really deserve, your
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excellence, honour and majesty certainly is. Although my
practices are entangled in the difficult recesses, yet your support is
vast and easy for the messengers. 0 Allah the Almighty! Grant me
their intercession and help their graces and victories reach me
with Your blessing, 0 the Most Merciful of the merciful.
Our Lord! Accept from us (this duty)! Thou, only Thou, art
the Hearer, the Knower! Glorified be thy Lord Who is Great and
Honoured, free from all that (the disbelievers) claim. Salutations
be on the prophets. All praise belongs to Allah Who the Sustainer
of the Worlds. Amen! Amen! Amen!
This supplication has been reproduced from the old
manuscripts from the library of Dar-ul-Ehsan Institute.
o Allah the Almighty! I beseech You to return fully once
more the excellence of the Golden Era of the Faith of Islam to this
World for the sake of the everlasting Prophethood and
Messengership of Your exalted beloved Hadrat Muhammad
Mustafii Ahmad Mujtabii, the Sultan of Madinah, the pleasure of
the hearts of the gnostics, the succour to the affiicted, the holy,
the perfect, the beautiful, the sacred, the pure, Tii-Hii, Yii-Si"n, AlMuzzammil (the Folded in Garments), Al-Muddaththir (the One
Wrapped Up) W~. 0 Allah the Almighty! This is not my
prayer alone, but it is that of every well wisher, all the inhabitants
of your world. 0 the Living, 0 the Lasting! 0 Allah the Almighty!
Please listen to and fulfil this prayer. Allah the Almighty is Great,
the Greatest of all. 0 Allah the Almighty. Amen!

S8

Shahddat. SU11Ul!J!JaIi wa ~iisir ~~ Martyrdom ofSU11Ul!J!JaIi am! ~iisir ~~
Martyrdom of Hadrat 'Ammar bin Yasir's (~) Honourable
Mother and Father ~~
Anyone who, after accepting
Faith in God, utters Unbelief,
Except under compulsion,
His heart remaining firm
In Faith - but such as
Open their breast to Unbelief,
On them is Wrath from God,
And theirs will be
A dreadful Penalty.
- (Al-Qur'an 16:106)

Imam Baghvi ~ has reported Hadrat Abdullah bin Abbas
~saying: "This Ayah (Verse) of the Holy Qur'an has been
revealed about Hadrat 'Ammar bin Yasir. It happened that the
disbelievers captured his revered father, Hadrat Yasir ~, and
mother, Hadrat Sumayyah ~~, Suhaib Rfuni ~, Hadrat
Bilal Habashi ~, Hadrat Khubaib ~ and Hadrat Salim
~, and tortured them variously. They tied Hadrat Sumayyah
~~ between the two camels and Abu Iahl shot a spear at her
private parts thus making the camels run away and tearing her
into two pieces. She was the first martyr of Islam. Her husband
was also killed likewise." - (Fa/sir Mazhan Volume 5, pp3 76)
Hafiz Hijar ~ writes in his Asaba Volume 6, pp333 thus:
"And Hadrat Yasir ~ died through pangs of torture. 'To
God we belong and to Him is our return - (Al-Qur'an 2: 156).
o Allah the Almighty! Forgive them and take mercy on them
and welcome them most befiningly and admit them in to the
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inner most Heaven."
Lineage ofYasir, the First Martyr of Islam
Yasir bin 'Amir bin Malik bin Kanana bin Qais bin Husain bin
Wadhim bin Tha'luba bin 'Aouf bin Harith bin 'Amir-inal-Akbar
bin Yam bin 'Anas-il-'Anasiyy-ul-Yamaniy.

Hadrat YAsir's (~ NikAh with l;Iac;irat Sumayyah ~

Hadrat Yasir bin 'Amir ~ had one his brothers lost.
Therefore, he along with his two brothers, Malik and Harith, went
out to Makkah Mukarramah in search of him. Harith bin 'Amir
and Malik bin 'Amir returned to their country, the Yemen, but
Yasir bin 'Amir stayed on in Makkah. Having exchanged the
turban with Abu Huzaifa bin Mughirah bin 'Abdullah bin 'Umar
bin Makhziim, they became allies. Hadrat Abu Huzaifah ~
had a slave girl called Sumayyah daughter of Khabbat. He
married her off to Hadrat Yasir~.
- (Ibn S 'ad Volume 3, p 264)

Hadrat Sumayyah's ~ Faith and her Contentment at
Martyrdom
Hadrat Sumayyah ~~ was Hadrat 'Ammar's (~) mother
and a Makkah Muslimah of the early period. She was continually
tortured for this so she might back out. She tolerated it all with
patience until Abu jahl hit at her private parts with a lance one
day thus putting her to death. May Allah the Almighty shower
mercy on her. She was first of all martyrs in Islam. She was a weak
and aged lady. - (Ibn S'ad Volume 8, p264)
....... .. .... "To God
We belong, and to Him
Is our return."
- (Al-Qur'iin 2: 156)

o

Allah the Almighty! Forgive them, shower mercy upon
them, treat them befittingly and admit them into the Heaven of
Bliss!
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o Allah the Almighty! Forgive them, shower mercy upon
them, treat them befittingly and admit them into the Heaven of
Bliss!
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o Allah the Almighty! Accept this of us! For Thou hearest
and knowest all things. Glorified be thy Lord, the Lord of
Majesty, from that which they attribute (unto Him)! Peace be
upon His Messengers! Praise is to Allah, Lord of the Worlds!
Amen!
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All praise is for Allah (the Almighty) before Whose Grandeur
everything is helpless. All praise is for Allah (the Almighty) before
Whose Honour everything is insignificant. All praise is for Allah
(the Almighty) before Whose Rule everything bows down. All
praise is for Allah (the Almighty) Who has put down everything to
His Power.!
Hadrat Ibn Umar ~ has narrated the Holy Messenger
W~ saying: "A man who says Al-hamdu Lillah .. . li-qudratihi
and asks for what Allah (the Almighty) has (Mercy and
Forgiveness), Allah (the Almighty) writes down one thousand
good deeds and raises his stage by one thousand, and seventy
thousand angels are appointed to pray for his forgiveness till the
Day of Resurrection." - (Kanz-ul- 'Ummiil VI, p205, No. 3891)
- (translated by Dr Muhammad Iqbal)
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~(za6 ~-~uffali .-p;"~V"

rrlie Companions of tlie Bench. ~;"c?'V"
Virtues of ~fulb ~-$uffah
Praise be to Allah the Almighty Who is the Creator of the Cosmos
and the prominent features, the elements and the times, and
Creator of the intellect and physical bodies. He selects the friends
and chooses the beloved. He enlightens the secrets of the pious,
the secrets He engenders along with the rationale and knowledge
in their hearts that are in consonance with the Holy Qur'iin and
the Hadith and conforming to evidence and understanding.
Blessings and salutations be on the Holy Prophet W ~ who is
the leader of the Prophets (peace be upon them all), the pious and
the elect.
After the praise to Allah the Almighty and salutations to the
Holy Prophet W~, I have put together the revered names of
the Companions of Suffah. ~ whom Allah the Almighty saved
from leaning towards the worldly accessories, thus safeguarding
them against the evils involved in hampering their practices. They
neither had any property, or any offspring. Nor were they
inattentive to dhikrAlliih (remembrance of Allah the Almighty)
because of any extraneous business or circumstances. They were
not at all grieved at detachment from the World. Rather, they
thanked Allah the Almighty, the Majestic, the Honoured, for
(enabling them) to renounce the World. They made the raised
ground (As-Suffah) their abode thus relieving themselves of all
inauspiciousness, everything except Allah the Almighty, and the
tastes of the selves. They came to the custody of Allah the
Almighty, safe from the encumbrances, and guarded against the
occupations of the world. They neither became ignorant because
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of the worldly assets nor changed their circumstances. They kept
themselves occupied in remembrance, the enlightenment and
secrets of Nature. They were thus saved from the massacre and
eventualities (of life). They were really the abstracted ones from
amongst the Companions. They had the tablets of truth laid bare
open, and they basked in the contemplation of the Truth. They
were the source of blessings for the tribes and the far off places,
for they were dressed in the cloaks of light and their limbs and
manners were at peace. The news of their faqr was well known
and humility at shortage was their share. They never had two
pieces of clothes (to wear). Nor did they ever have two different
dishes at a meal during the day. Their leader, the chief
administrator and the guardian, was Hadrat Abu Hurairah ~
who had $uffah as his dwelling during the whole of the Holy
Prophet's (W~) lifetime, never ever leaving this abode.
Whenever the Holy Prophet W ~ organised a meal for the
Companions of Suffah, he called Hadrat Abu Hurairah ~ in
order to help them all to partake in the invitation. He was a great
symbol and sign of the weak and the destitute. He stayed patient
even at the hardest of destitution until they went a long way away
on the path. They planted trees and set up canals, never going
near the rich and the businessmen. They abandoned the narrow
world and waited on for the presents from the Absolute
Worshipped. They never wore the delicate or silken clothes, and
turned their faces away from pudding, meat and fermented bread.
He (Hadrat Abu Hurairah ~) claimed that he found himself
lying unconscious between the Holy Prophet's (W~) Minbar
(pulpit) and Hadrat 'A'ishah Siddiqah's (~~) dwelling. A
passer-by came and sat on my chest. 1 said, " I am not drunk,
rather suffering from tormenting hunger.' He cried at his affliction
of (inevitable) death. He was asked as to why he was crying. He
said, 'I am not crying at your state, but for the long journey in
front and for the scanty provisions of journey. 1 am at the pinnacle
of the mountain not knowing whether 1 will end up in Heaven or
fall in to Hell, unbeknown which direction 1 would be pushed.'
He is further reported having said, 'My fellow migrant brethren
were busy in the humdrum of the bazaars and the indigenous
brethren cultivating the land. Myself, I sided with the indigent
Companions of Al-Suffah. 1 stuck to the Holy Messenger W~
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in thirst and hunger. When he went away, I remained present.
Whilst he forgot, I remembered. I was brought up an orphan,
migrated in poverty and was of the labouring stock by
profession. ,,,
All praise is to Allah the Almighty Who has made this Faith
strong and appointed Hadrat Abu Hurairah ~ as the Imam
(Leader), the one from As'hiib Al-Suffah. There was none
amongst them who would have a sheet of cloth or warm shawl
having wrapped round his neck. I swear by Allah the Almighty,
Who has no partner in worship, I laid about in hunger supported
by my liver. I tied stones over my stomach because of hunger.
They were light of guidance and light for darkness. They were
fountainhead of intellect and understanding. They were called A~
SUfi because they lived in Suffah, wore the woollen garments and
ate only vegetables. They stood in worship the whole night, fasted
during the day and were Mutawakkals par excellence. They were
content with the date stones. The Holy Prophet's (W~)
honourable companions and his near noble ones visited them,
thus receiving the blessings from them who themselves were
blessed with the Almighty Allah's graces and munificence.
Likewise, the Holy Prophet's (W~) affiliates and descendents
loved and visited the Ahl-i-Suffah and the fuqarii' (the indigent).
Following in the footsteps and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet
W~, the people who visited and sat with them almost all the
time were Hadrat Hasan bin Ali bin Abi Talib and Hadrat
Abdullah bin Ia'far ~~. They regarded love for them as the
perfection of Faith and sitting with them all honour. Above all
they regarded this as the highness of the Holy Prophet W ~
whose affiliation they valued for their supplications. They learnt
.their morals and ethics. The companions in general valued their
company and their prayers. The Holy Prophet W~ sat
amongst the Ahl-i-Suffah and said: "All praise is to Allah the
Almighty Who created such like people midst my Ummah whose
company I have been commanded by Allah the Almighty to seek."
The Holy Prophet W~ meant the Verse:
'. '
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- {translated by Dr Muhammad Iqbal)
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Introduction
Al-Mustafid Dar-ul-Ehsan is most grateful to the gracious
blessing of Allah the Almighty, Most High and Most Excellent,
for the honour of publication of this Kitiib Al-Nabi Al-Ummi
W~.
Al-Hamdu-lillahi
Hamdan
Kathiran
Tayyiban
Mubiirakan Fihi Kama Yuhibbu Rabbanii Wa Yardal (Praise be to
Allah the Almighty, the Abundant praise, the pure and blessed as
our Lord wishes and is pleased.)
This sacred letter was found at the Royal Museum in Paris as
has been acknowledged at the end of the letter. The honour of its
publication first time has been of Dar-ul-Ehsan in the Democratic
Republic of Pakistan.

_ Hadrat Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali >:'t-I~
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KitAb AI-Nabi AI-Ummi W~ Letter of the Unlettered Messenger W~
In the Name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful! All praise is
for Allah the Almighty Who created both the light and dark.
Despite this the disbelievers ascribe partners on to Him. This
letter is from Hadrat Muhammad the Messenger of Allah the
Almighty W~, the Unlettered, the Makkan, the Medanite,
Al-Tihami, Al-Hiiazi, Al-Abtahiy, the Holder of the Scepter (of
Authority) and the She-Camel, the Crown, the honourable, the
Pronouncer of the Kalimah i;»l a,:...j ~ ii1ICJ! ~~ La iliiha ilAlliihu Muhammadun-Rasid Allah (there is no deity but Allah and
Muhammad is His Messenger) to the heads (gins) of the bazaars,
the visiting places and the dwellings, except the one who comes
along at night in good faith i.e. the guest.
Following (Duriid Sharif and praise to Allah the Almighty),
the truth comforts both of us . If at night an eccentric deadly
enemy comes along, or someone cheats us rightly or wrongly, or a
deadly enemy snaps, let the believers of the Holy Qur'an be
spared. Go to the idol worshippers. On you will be sent (0 ye evil
ones twain!) a flame of fire (to burn) and a smoke (to choke): no
defence will ye have: In the Name of Allah the Most Gracious the
Most Merciful! In the Name of Allah and with His help! There is
none but Allah the Most Overpowering. There is nothing like
Him. There is nothing but Allah! I make the beginning in the
Name of Allah the Almighty and I trust Allah the Almighty only.
One who has this letter of mine with him is in custody and
security of Allah the Almighty. He has His refuge and haven
wherever he is or goes. Beware, do not go near, or frighten or
harm him whether he is standing, or sitting, or sleeping, or eating,
or drinking, or during night or day, or any day at all, or night at
all, or in land, or at sea. Make way straightaway on hearing the
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first letter I alif of ~l,t '11 o~ ~:, J..P~ La houla wa ta quunoata ilia
billah (there is no power to do good or shun evil except wit Allah
the Almighty) and of ~l J.j..J ~ i»' '11 ~~ La ildha ill Allahu
Muhammad-ur-Rasid Allah (there is no deity but Allah and
Muhammad is His Messenger).
In the Name of Allah Who is Overwhelming to everything
and Most Superior to all! He has power over everything. And in
the name of the Unlettered Messenger Muhammad (W~)
who has been sent for Thaqalain (both the groups i.e. worlds)! 0
Allah the Almighty! Safeguard the bearer of this letter. In
addition, safeguard him who wears these names round his neck,
the name of Allah the Almighty that is derived from the Exalted
Throne ~I J.j..J ~ i»' '11 ~~ La ilaha ill Allahu Muhammad-urRasid Allah (there is no deity but Allah and Muhammad is His
Messenger). He is overpowering. He is not overpowered by
anything at all. And nobody can escape from Him and save
himself. I pass him on to the custody of the Living Who faces no
death and send him under His eye (vigilance) that sleeps not. He
is the One Whose Throne never moves and Whose Chair never
leaves its place. His is the Name that is written on the Preserved
Tablet. His is the Name that is written in the Holy Qur'an, that
with which the Queen Bilquis's throne was brought in the
blinking of an eye to Hadrat Suleyman bin Da'ud (Solomon son
of David) .......~. His is the Name that Hadrat Jibreel (Gabriel)
.......~. brought to the Holy Messenger W~ on Monday (i.e.
the first revelation) and the Name that is entered in the heart of
the Sun. And I pass him in to the refuge of the Name with which
He makes the heavy clouds rove about, AI-R a 'd (thunder) glorifies
Him and the Angels recount His praises because of its fear. Also,
with the Name that enlightened Hadrat Musa bin 'Irnran (Moses
son of 'Irnran) .......~ thus sending him unconscious. And also, in
His Name that if written on the olive leaf and put in to fire would
not bum at all. In the Name by virtue of which Hadrat Khidr
.......~ walked on water without drenching the soles of his feet . In
the Name by virtue of which Hadrat 'lsa bin Maryam (jesus son
of Mary) .......~ spoke from the lap, cured the blind by birth and
those suffering from vitilligo, raised the dead to life by the
Command of Allah the Almighty. In the Name by virtue of which
Hadrat Yiisuf (joseph) .......~ got delivered from the dark well. In
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the Name by virtue of which Hadrat Ibrahim (Abraham) /~
was saved from the Fire of Nimrod wherein he was thrown. In the
Name by virtue of which Hadrat Yimous (lonnah) /~ was
released from the stomach of the fish and Hadrat Musa bin
'Imran (Moses son of 'Imran) /~ had the river split into huge
mountains. I trust him to the nine ayat (the tablets) which were
revealed to Hadrat Musa bin 'Irnran /~ on the Mount of
Sinai. I trust him to His refuge against every evil eye, the listening
ears, the carping tongue, the arresting hands, the hearts which
keep record, bad and spoilt inside, the disbelievers, every man
engaged in bad deeds, every chaser, the magician's evil, the
dwellers of the mountain, the land, the desolation, the dwellings,
the formation, the sea life and creatures hidden in dark. I grant
him refuge against the evils of the devils and their crowds, the
dwellings of the male and female gins, magicians, inhabitants,
chasers and the evil of their fathers, mothers, sons, daughters, the
paternal and maternal uncles, the aunts and the relatives. And I
grant refuge against all their valleys, the journeys, and flights . I
grant refuge against the evil of the mountains, the earth, the
arable land, the woods, the inhabitants of the desolation, the dry
land, the sea, and the mountains. I grant refuge against the evil of
those who live in darkness, fountains, animals, beasts of the
jungles and grazers, and walk about in bazaars, listen with ears to
the angels, and melt at heat like iron and lead at JlI 'J! ~"i La
ilaha ill Alliihu (there is no deity but Allah the Almighty), and
reside in the mothers' wombs. I grant refuge against the evil of the
woods and mounds and mischief of the whisperings in the
people's hearts ducked in by the gins and the human beings. And
I grant him the refuge against every danger, the evil eye and
haughtiness. 0 the Living, the first of living ones, Allah the
Almighty is the Great, the Honoured, and Most Powerful of the
human beings and the gins all. I grant him the refuge against
every insurgent eye and the listening ears, the, evil of the internal
and the external, the insurgent gins and human beings. I grant
him refuge against the evil of those arriving in the evening and
morning, the non-Arabs residing in hurricanes, the literate, the
sleeping and waking ones, the watching eyes and those hidden in
hearts. I grant him the refuge against the evil of those residing in
land and (sea) shore. I grant him the refuge against the evil of
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every human being that commits sins and suffers from sins and
what the eyes see. I grant him the refuge against the evil of the
Satan, his troops and the devils' mischief.

Acknowledgements
This Letter of the Holy Prophet W ~ has been found in a
Museum in Paris by Late Dr Muhammad Hamidullah ~then
resident of France to whom the publishers are most grateful.
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Subhiin al-Qa'imi ad-dii'imi. Subhiin al-Hayyil Qay'yumi.
Subhiin al- Hayy il-ladhdhi la yamiau. Subhiin Al-lah il'Azimi wa bi Hamdihi. Subbahun Quddiisun Rabbul
Malii'ikati wa arrubi. Subhiin al- 'Aliyyil A 'la. Subhiina ha
wa Ta'ala.
(Glory be to the Everlasting. Glory be to the Living, the
Eternal. Glory be to the Living, the Immortal. Glory and
praise be to Allah the Almighty Who is Great. Most
Glorious and Holy is He the Lord of Angels and souls.
Glory be to the most High, the Exalted One.)
Aban relates from Hadrat Anas ~ that the Holy Prophet
J.!::~ said: "Whoever recites .,. ~i~1 ~\i11 0'4 Subhana alQa'imi ad- da'im.... (as above) every day he will see his dwelling in
Heaven before he dies or it will be shown to someone else (as
belonging to him).
This has been related by Ibn 'Asakir and Ibn Shahin in his
Targhib.
-(Kanz Al-'Ummiil, vol 1, p205, No.3898)

Ahu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali

>=,~IV=:-.r..;

Postscript: The late author, Hadrat Abu Anees Muhammad
Barkat Ali ~, of this booklet, Kitab Al-Nabi AI-Ummi
W~" had reproduced its one page miniature in Arabic
original along with Urdu translation in almost all his publications.
Additionally, he made it available as an amulet for its
comprehensive safeguard against the odds of life. He had, with his
blessings, advised those especially under the influence of black
magic and witchcraft, gins and vampires, and any other
extraneous forces, to wear it on person in order to gain the Divine
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profit from. Following the footsteps of the late author's practice,
the amulet can be had from the publishers provided the user holds
the due conviction in and affords the utmost sanctity to the holy
text. - Dar-ul-Ehsan Publications, Dar-ul-Ehsan UK.
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6395. THE chiirpiii made from the strings made of the reed
husks is based on the wisdom of the wise.
Medically cotton and leather are no substitute for this .
Ya-lfayyu~ ya-Qayyiim!
6396. THE critic of the 'present' and the 'affairs' can be
everything but can never be the lover of the b-eloved or beloved of
the lover. Love does not accept it (criticism).
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6397. CONTINUOUS dhikr is the real foundation of good
deeds. And silence is the best kind of worship.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6398. NOT every kind of tree, or plant, or creeper, or flower
can be grown at such places. They are all subject to acceptance.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6399. DO NOT BE dependent upon each and every door,
only one would do.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6400. THERE is hardly a distinction between the black
cockroach and the cow dung beetle, both humming likewise in
flight.
Distinction follows only if it concerns; here is the cockroach
and here is the cow-dung beetle. And they both reside in flowers
or cow-dung.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6401. DISTINGUISH between the friends and the aliens .
The spirit is the friend and self, the alien.
Ya-lfayyu~ ya-Qayyum!
6402. THE charities in lieu of the rewards of Lailat-ul-Qadr
(the Night of Power), celebration of the blessed Birthday of my
master Ali ~, celebration of the Birthday of my Shaikh and
Guide ~, and my promises and determination of the day, all
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are devoted and set aside for the fasting ones, the poor and the
destitute.
May you be free from every charity by the evening or at the
most by the next day!
May there be no distinction of the near one and the stranger
in giving away the charity!
It is not the amount but sincerity that matters in charity.
Reciting ~I 6~ SubtziinAlliih (Glorified is Allah the
Almighty) is a charity.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6403. FOR many years there was no stone left unturned in
emphasising, but no one gave up telling lies, back-biting, carrying
tales and jealousy. The state of affairs remained much the same.
Even the one emphasizing does not come of them. How come the
others accept it! First do and show!
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
.6404. IN the world of birds the crow is filth eater and a
dirty bird. But he is. the torch bearer of the unity of his
community. Just as he crows caw!-caw!, the crows in the vicinity
all gather together in no time.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6405. "I am here to stay for some four days!"
This means that you have no job to discharge, just jobless.
You may spread this idleness amongst the dwellers here!
Come along, have a blessing of prayer and return
straightaway.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6406. SILENCE is the best kind of worship.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6406. SILENCE alone is its fort.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6407.
majesty.

SILENCE is the beauty wrapped
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the folds of

Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6408. WHAT you regard as easy is the most difficult and
superior of all stages.
Yii-H,ayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6410. WHEREVER a nation progressed, it progressed
through unity, the national unity.
Differences divide the nation in to sects.
Yii-H,ayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6411. GRACES beset graces just as trunk takes off from the
roots, and the foliage and fruit off the trunk.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6412. FORBEARANCE is the support of the servant-ship of
human-ness.
Everything is right in front of You.
Seeing You, still one takes no notice of.
You do not reprimand.
You do not stop any bestowal.
You glance over, and carrying on doing so.
Ya-!fayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6413. WHEN any of the commands - just as adoption of
forbearance - is ignored and thrown in to the rubbish bin, tired
and frustrated (cruelty) is imposed on to him per force .
•
n.t;. l:.. '
e..
--=J
~l ~,

Wa mii 'alayna ill-al-baliighl
. Ya-!fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
.6414. YOUR grace is my prestige.
Your modesty is the honour of humanity, human-ness and
humility.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
.6415. THE portrait of Din is as if the ultimate limit of love
of Husain ~.
The commentary of Din is as if the ultimate limit of
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faithfulness of patience of Sayyiddah Zainab ~~ .
Instead of giving him water shooting of an arrow in to the
neck of innocent Asghar ~. was denigration of Din. This was
the ultimate limit of cruelty of the Kufr (infidelity).
Ya-ijayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6416. J:IAORAT Yoimas --"~ was fond of dhikrullah
(remembrance of Allah the Almighty). His practices of the day
and night were received as equivalent to all the creatures. WAllahu
A 'lamu Bith-Thauuibl. For some Wisdom and Divine dispensation
he was kept in the stomach of a fish. When he came out, there was
no shade nearby. All of a sudden a pumpkin creeper budded and
grew, providing shade for him. Ma sha' Allah! This honour to
pumpkin won the day amongst the creepers. And my master, may
my soul be sacrificed for him, W~, also liked pumpkin.
We have also grown a garden of pumpkins in the fields
Abutting the canal. Ma shii' Allah!
It not only smacks sweet smell, but also is laden with the
blessing of nutrition. Ma shii' Allah!
Ya-ijayyu, ya-Qayyum!

6417. YA-KHALIQUE (0 THE PROVIDER)!
Only the Creator created this creation; He made some
Mo'min (true Muslim) and some Kiifir (repudiator). He Himself
made some the accepted and some the outcast. He granted some
the guidance and some the crooked path. He made some the
inheritor of the Heaven and some that of Hell.
Whatever came to be was made by the Maker. Nobody has
come to be on one's own.
MuwaMzid (the Unitarian) accepted Tasobid (Unicity). And
MuwaJ;l;zid alone welcomed it, leaving no room for 'ifs' and 'buts'.
The follower of Al-Tariqat of Junaid ~ alone can welcome
Tasohid, but not everyone.
Muwal;zl;zid spoke in the presence of Tasohid only three times:
What happened, Allah the Almighty did it!
Whatever is done is done by Allah the Almighty!
Whatever will be discharged will be by Allah the Almighty!
At this stage one can stand by only because of my master's
(*~, may my soul be sacrificed for him) kindness and
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blessing and by no other means. Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!

. ~l 'JI'~''''
t.
- ~ t:. .J

Wa mii alayna ill-al-baliigh!
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6418. I:IAORAT Sayyid-ut-Ta'ifa Junaid Baghdadi ~
offered a practical example of Tawhid. That is, whatever is
happening in this world at the time is taking place exactly in
accordance with the Divine Wisdom. And it is happening just as it
ought to. Allah the Almighty is Hakim (Wise) and no order of the
Hakim is devoid of wisdom. Whatever has happened and will
happen has happened and will happen exactly to me and to the
whole humankind in accordance with the Divine Wisdom. No
creature, no one at all, is rebellious; it is occupied according to the
Divine Will. No creature has any power except with the Divine
Will to do anything at all. Even a dry leaf falling off with the puff
of wind or a particle of clay moving from one place to another is
dependent.
Not to say anyone, the great and well-known Muwa/:z/:zids
cannot follow this meaning, though based on truth. The pan of
objections of the scales remains heavier than that of submission.
Only a rare son of a mother, not everyone, can balance these pans
of the scales.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6419.
IT is raining, thundering, lightening and wind
blowing. The biyya (a small bird) is lying in with the children
most satisfied, singing the song of rain.
The biyya's selection of the thin and siliceous blades of the
peelings outwitted the tradesman.
The gypsy stopped, undid all the baggage of the household
and in five minutes' time erected a tent made of old worn out
clothes. The torrential rainfall set in. He along with his family
remained watching the fascinating scene of the rainfall.
Your own hut leaked at the very news of the rainfall.
We live in the hut (but are not artful of building it .) We are
the brave owners of the ready-made.
What is the hut about that does not bear the rain. Tear it to
pieces and burn.
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Then build a thatched hut with the same grass that would
outwit the biyya.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6420. THE Sultan's order is enforced with the prisoners.
And invitation for the prisoners to a feast is the best invitation.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6421. IF a lucky one has the bondage of love suit him, there
is nothing more gracious than this and no life better than this.
This way the life discharged the right of its creation.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6422. THE lion's manners all are regal and not cunning. He
roars, hunts, eats and sleeps in delight.
The wolf is the fieriest in the world of carnivores. When
hungry he does not desist even from the corpse.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6423. THE dictionary turned over the pages time and again
and read them. At long last it gave up and declared that the
meaning of the word quddusiyyat (holiness) cannot be conveyed
exactly in any language.
Only the Quddus (Holy) is the interpreter of quddusiyyat; it
cannot be accommodated in any other language.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6424. A servant does not become helper to a servant; he is
either a contender or a jealous. And this is the biggest mistake of
the servant.
Both these derogations mar the capabilities down.
Were we united amongst us, the capabilities would have
descended in crowds.
Ya-/fayyu; ya-QayyUm!
6425. PERSEVERANCE has a body. Wherever it pervades,
it bears fruit, never ignored. It compels the circumstances and the
events to change course.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6426. l:fAI)RAT (plural for Hadrat)! If you have a patient
under treatment who is helpless to pay, our field assistant is there
to serve and comply with whatever desired.
Ya-H.ayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6427. DESPOTISM has always been there and shall remain.
Yii-!fayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6428. WHOEVER got occupied for the sake of Allah the
Almighty and in His path Allah the Almighty set him free from
the right of creature over him.
Yii-!fayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6429. WHENEVER a young man spoke out in the world of
sayings spoke having got one approach in mind. The history
accepted it.
Yii-!fayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6430. IN the history of sayings some sayings are continually
alive. The time changed, but the saying never did. The
vicissitudes of time could never wipe out any sayings . Thousands
of years elapsed, but their luster never changed anyway.
A saying is the decorum of the crown of human-ness,
enjoying the same perfection and never declining. Its colouring
never goes insipid, its regality never dwindles. A saying of
whosoever remains till eternity. It is never wiped out at any time.
The whole world is only that of sayings. In the history of nations
the saying heads the list.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6431. A servant is dependent on a servant, unaware of the
Qii4i Al-Hiijiit (Dispenser of Needs). He does not even care for
Him. Were he MU/:ziijir il-Alliih (an emigrant to Allah the
Almighty), he would have been the torch bearer of ~ ~ ~JJW
~~ (matriikun bika kullu /:ziijah - renounced all the needs) thus
the need welcoming him.
Yii-!fayyu, yii-Qayyum!
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6432. BURYING the Holy Qur'an, the embodiment of
auspicious wisdom, or burning it in fire, is against its respect and
honour. To have it bound and keep it at home is the best
ornament of all and responsible for good and blessing.
Yii-H.ayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6433. HAVING accepted the One as Rabb (Sustainer) one
became independent of and free from eighteen thousand worlds.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6434. HAVING met the One there remained no wish to
meet anyone else at all!
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6435. KEEPING at home with respect and honour a fallen
piece of the Book of Allah the Almighty, Rabb-il-<Alamtn
(Provider of the Worlds) is nothing less than an invaluable
diamond.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6436. FOR every ailment, recite Surah Al-Fatihah (the
Chapter 'The Opening') seven, twenty one, forty one, or one
hundred and eleven times.
Recite Dariid Shrif (Salutations to the Holy Prophet
W~) for every grief and worry.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6437. HE is the Khalifah (Caliph) who does not waste
anything of the Khilafat (Caliphate) and no time at all. Nor
should he let anyone do the same or even waste a drop of water.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6438. THERE is hardly anything praiseworthy. What and
how shall we tell? None of us has as yet been delivered off the
cursed and the corpse. Until one is delivered off the cursed and
the corpse, what hope can he have of any grace? Were we free,
the office of knowledge and wisdom, intense love and devotion
would have become wide open.
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Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyu.m!
6439 . THERE would have been some other nightingale who
is well spoken of in the Urdu literature. Whenever I have seen her,
she has always been feeding at the fruit of the barh tree. There are
flowers all over the places. But we have not seen her singing along
the flowers. We have seen her building nest in the trees, but not
ever heard her singing.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyu.m!
6440. THE history is one superior to the other. In every era
an example better than the one before came forth. It will be
likewise all the time. The cry 'pidram sultan bud (my father was a
king)' is hollow, paid no heed to. Present some example in the
office of life.
Ya-!fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6441. YOUR own nafs (self) never opposes you. And this is
the true nafs (self).
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6442. THIS is the stage of dust. Pour dust on to dust, saving
nothing at all. Hide nothing. It belongs to the Master. Do not
misappropriate the trust.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyu.m!
6443. WHAT a lot is kept in a tiny pretty heart. The
spiritual, the fiery and the earthly all pass through the heart and
cause a pandemonium in the world of heart, some time happy and
some time down. This alone is the life of the Universe.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyu.m!
6444. The heart is a highway. Everything, sweet or bad
smelling, passes through the highway.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6445 . THE food that is saved for tomorrow would be stale .
Distribute today's food only today. May there be no stinginess in
distribution!
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Yii-H.ayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6446. THEY are intoxicated hearing the flattering talks
throughout the day. The reality of the Din, its spirit, is saving it
from the cursed and the corpse. None of us avoids, nay likes, to
avoid them.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6447. EVERY issue is resolved at Your command. No one
else can resolve it.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6448. CONCORDANCE with destiny is in actual fact
concordance with Nature. Objection to the destiny is the death of
servant-ship.
The decision written down fifty thousand years before is the
truth, based on complete wisdom and only in the good of the
man.
Welcome to concordance with destiny is, indeed, liked by the
worshipped.
No one has ever done anything at all. Nor has he to do
anything. He does only what has been written down.
,
,
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Wa mii alayna ill-al-balagh!
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6449 . NO ONE has ever distanced himself from the cursed
and the corpse. However, as soon as he distanced them, the state
of the good old times prevailed. If you do not accept it, do and see
it.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6450. THE servant is the repository of the apparent and the
hidden.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6451. KHILAFAT (Caliphate or Succession) was saved
from all influence. Now it is totally grasped. Yii-Hayyu, ya90

Qayyilm!
The novice spoke: "Have me as your Khalifa (Caliph or
Successor) so that I have all the family and the people in the
district to follow suit."
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!

6452. THE state spoke midst the world of states; "There is
~~ l' - ~ ~I
no b etter state th an thi s: ~_..
.J ~ L..S ~• l!-J ~
, ~
•• ,'..
~ ~ ~
~iiJ Al-Hamdu-lillahi hamdan kathiran tayyiban mubdrakan fihi
kama yuhibbu Rabbunii wa yarq,a (Praise be to Allah the Almighty,
and in Abundance, the praise that is blessed, pleasing and
appealing to our Sustainer! As our Lord loves and is pleased
with.)"
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6453. I:IAPRAT! By ~I ~"':"J31 ~ ~I ~! 4j ! ~ La ildha
ill-Alliihu Mul;zammad-ur-RasUl Allah! (There is no deity but Allah
and Muhammad is His Messenger!) I have no money at all. The
livelihood that Allah the Almighty grants and the emoluments of
the day all are given away to the helpless, the oppressed and the
disease stricken we find after the whole day long and relentless
search for them. And this is our best bartering.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6454. WHEN someone uttered ~I J :.Hsi iill :.Hsi iill :.Hsi iill
~ I J ~I J Alliihu Akbar Allahu Akbar Alldhu Akbar wa 'a 'zzu wa
ajallu wa a 'zamu (Allah the Great! Allah the Great! Allah the
Great! the Most Honoured and the Most Majestic and the Most
High, Allah the Almighty answered back '~J u~ ~ mimmii
takhafu wa tahzaru (Whatever you are afraid of and worried!) thus
breaking the heartening news of fearlessness. t~' ~l ~ L4 J Wa
mii 'alaynii ill-al-baliighl (Our duty is to convey!)
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6455. NO matter what the destiny has written down, the
mercy is overwhelming to destiny. And mercy never likes the
disliked state of affairs.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6456. EVERYTHING right from the toe nails to the hair on
the top of the head is essential part of the physical body.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6457. THE plant kingdom has endowed the Universe with
decorum. Allah the Almighty has decorated it with the colourful
fruit, flowers and the shady and the thorny trees. ';"~I (j.I.J ~
wA.111'.J Yii Zain-as-Samiuoiiti tual-Ard (0 the Decorator of the
Heavens and the Earth!)
Yii-J:!ayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6458.
FIFTY years ago, an officer spoke during an
inspection:
"What is it?"
"Some miscellaneous items!"
"What is miscellaneous?
"A variety of paltry articles!"
"What is paltry?"
"Somewhat amorphous!"
"What is amorphous?"
"Something nebulous!"
"What is nebulous?"
"All ashes and dust!'
Yii-J:!ayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6459. FEAR Allah the Almighty. Do not favour unduly.
Allah the Almighty dislikes undue favour.
Yii-J:!ayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6460. THE sanctuary of heart is built in the heart.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6461 . IF anyone recites ~jll ~jll ~I ~ Bismillii-hir
Rahmii-nir Rahim recites over crumbs of dry bread and eats with
thanks, Allah the Almighty would add blessing to his livelihood.
The most of all is the respect of dry bread.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
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6462. BUILDING or pulling down a faqir's hut does not
take long time, it takes only a moment's time.
Yii-H.ayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6463. EXCEPT Your dhikr there is none other worth
mentioning. Same goes for fikr (contemplation).
Only because of grace and beneficence of my master
W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him, Your dhikr and fikr
are set in. And it is because-of his (W~)love. Love for him is,
indeed, love for Allah the Almighty.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
.6464. ONLY a single drop, and that is all, of Your Power,
Might, Honour, Majesty, and Awe is circumscribing the whole
Universe. Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
Do not rally and ascribe any partner unto Him.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6465. AI..l..AH THE ALMIGHTY said to all and sundry; "I
am your Rabb (Sustainer). 1 have no partner. 1 am the Master of
everything. Everything belongs to Me. 1 do what 1 wish. There is
no one stopping Me. 1 am Overwhelming to everything. None else
has any power over anything. When 1 intend to do anything, 1
suffer no encumbrances. When I utter, 'Be', it becomes
straightaway, entailing no time whatever. Nor can anyone harm or
benefit anybody except with My command and only. Whatever 1
do, 1 do it Myself. None else has any power at all to anything
whatever. The hair lock of every creature is held firmly and
chained rigidly in My power. Everything in the presence of My
Highness is helpless and in presence of My Honour downtrodden.
Everything in the face of My Rule is in prostration. 1 have kept
everything subservient to My Power.
Rally your faith to this (as above) . Subsist on this faith and
die over this. This would, mii shii' Allah, be life and death living
and dyeing respectively. This is the sum and substance of
teachings.
Ya-H.ayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6466. THERE is no owner except You, though l;, ~I ~ l;,
uA..ll1J ~;..:.J, ~ - Ya malik al-mulk, ya-badi'-us-samawat uial-ard
(0 the Owner of the World, 0 the Creator-Inventor of Heavens
and Earth) everyone claims to be the owner.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyi1m!
6467. IT belongs to neither Allah the Almighty nor to me; it
belongs to the alien.
And there is an alien with the alien, not a near one.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6468. MANY a gnostic came to the field to wipe out the
alien, yet alien-ness remained much the same. May any worthy
son of a mother tear to pieces the curtains of alien-ness.
As long as alien-ness remains in the physical body, unicity
never flickers in.
Only rarely has the history some times revealed some
examples of it, for example:

!(',Jl;,i d' JvCt.V' ,-l,d.;"i
! (t.V' ~ (1 ~ f" , l,.; ~

..

Jli;1~ (,~;1 ~ ,~;1 ~ r';1~

(Ii'; v,,);1 ~ Ii' ;1 ~

-

(,I jl ~

(ItJ~~,(ltJ/'~,(IJ.)~(Ij";~
! (l,.I}

~;1~ (I J~ ~;1~
..,~ v~ 4- (~..,~

v(;.» {(;.

•Cl, -~..,~ •,..,~. II, • ..,~ .•7 •
( . v , ."" .\.1."" .tWI'"
I;

r" "(-:' ~(,h.A: v~I;J"

(I,~, {Ii 4-{.f4-,(' ~
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~~ ..>'~~ .;i.'il~ JJ'iI~

(I'J,-:&hJA D-t~ D-tl.:! ~
(II a» ~ t~ou- o"" ~ 91
(I, J ,-:&hJyr~, ~;t'
What a thought that 'I do not know myself, 0 the Muslim!
I am neither a Zoroastrian nor a Jew, nor a Christian nor a
Muslim.
I am made neither of water nor clay, neither air nor the
'
fire of Hell,
Neither do I come from Adam or Eve, neither from
Heaven or the Guardian Angel.
I am neither from the East nor from the West, neither
from the sea nor from the land,
I am neither from the country of Iraq nor from the
Khurasani homeland.
My abode is not the La-Makiin (no abode) and my
existence has no brand,
I have no shackles of either the physique or the soul in
intense love to the beloved.
I have rusticated duality as if I witness both the Worlds as
one,
I see the One, speak of the One, read the One, and discern
the One.
He is the First; He is the Last; He is the Apparent; and He
is the Hidden One,
Except You, You alone I know nothing else but One.
o Allah the Almighty, what is this sobriety of Shams Tabriz
in the globe,
Except intoxication and abstraction I know nothing at all (of
the robe).
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6469 . THE Ka'bah of heart is free from alien-ness or
otherness. Therein lives Allah the Almighty and His beloved
W~.

Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
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6470. SERVICE to the Almighty Allah's disease stricken,
helpless and the weak is the unfailing routine in order to rally and
invoke the Almighty Allah's mercy. It never misses its target.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6471.
W~
~~ . SAW/DUNA MUrl'UN
W~ is subordinate to Allah the Almighty and the whole
Universe to him W~.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!

6472. THE affluent cries as also does the rich. This is an
unfailing routine time-table of Your world.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6473. THE formula of the stage of Tawhid is: ~_ W AlHamdu-lil-Allnh (Allah the Almighty be praised). Ya-Hayyu, yaQayyiim!
Recitation of ~_ W Al-Hamdu-lil-Alliih in all circumstances
is the syllAbus of Tawhid.
Yii-H.ayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6474. THE Ru/:z (spirit) is the command of Allah the
Almighty, His own light. And in Him are found all the attributes.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6475. WHEN an attribute is ascribed to something other
than Allah the Almighty, it became disturbed.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6476. DO NOT throw these left over crumbs of bread in to
the washings. These crumbs, mil shii' AYah and WAYah A'alamu
Bis-Sauuib (By Allah the Almighty Who knows best), are as if food
from Heaven. And there is a cure in every food from heaven.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
EACH and every sound of the animal is the
6477.
interpreter of Your praise.
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Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6478. AN insurgent is imposed on to the disobedience. YaHayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
Each and every interpreter from the days of Hadrat Adam
/~ to-date seconded it completely.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6479. OBEDIENCE is complete auspiciousness.
The obedient is free from fear and grief.
Ya-lJayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6480. THE obedient -l:Ia<;lrat jibril (Gabriel) /~.
The disobedient - Iblis (Satan).
Ya-lJayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6481. THE reward of knowledge is because of its practice.
Ya-lJayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6482. YOU call Him the Master all right, but you do not
follow His command.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6483. IF at all one is (a sincere) servant, there is no better
companion than him.
¥a-lJayyu, ya-Qayyum!
.6484. A partner to anyone is indeed an alien. And love does
not accept it.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6485. LOVE for anyone is never destroyed. It is effective
and remains established till eternity.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6486.
DISRESPECT of anyone is unacceptable. And
Nature never accepts it.
Ya-lJayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6487. A STRANGER whoever he may be has no relation to
anyone. He is only a wayfarer and a faqir.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6488. A body part of a physical body of everybody is similar.
Self is the command of 'Azazil (Satan) and is insurgent,
whosoever it may be .
When ~.;il ~ Nahnu aqrab (I am nearer than the jugular
vein - Al-Qur'an 50:16) reflects Himself, the self, Satan and the
whispering self, having been weakened, vanquished and
compelled, refrain from insurgence.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyftm!
6489. J.,Ho,Jll ~ ~ u.,Hli ~1. AQLIM al-qalabia fi jism alwujud (the world of hearts and minds in a physical body) has:
Allah the Almighty, the Sustainer, the Living, the Lasting
abounds in the mercy of my master W~, may my soul be
sacrificed for him.
Here are the Self, the Satan and the Whispering Self.
The Self, the Satan and the Whispering Self live together
hands in glove, but just as subordinates and without any power
over any action.
Yii-H.ayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6490. THE Universe has passed by you and is passing by.
This is the interpretive of Nature, interpreter of the Eternal
Intention.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6491. NO ONE has at all seen Allah, the Sustainer of the
Worlds. Nor can one see Him. Rally your faith in the unseen and
so also in "':-'J!I ~Na/:znu aqrab.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6492. YOU simply say, but do not admit: "I have no
partner."
Had you admitted it, He would not have allowed any partner
unto you either.
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Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6493. I:IAPRAT! ON the surface we are all everything, a sufi
and a faqir. If you ask the truth we are back-biters of the first
order and most efficient back-biters and worst kind of jealous.
Haq! Haq! Haq!
~ ~ ~
H u! H u! H a
.,,- .,,- .,,Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6494. WHAT has the poor fellow to him! He is satisfied at
the slightest good gesture. The poor is poverty stricken, most
abjectly. Otherwise, his conscience is the most superior of all.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6495. AN overview of the events ofeach and every stage is a
matter of a glance.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6496. *~ ~J lt~ SAYY/DUNA QARlBUN *~
means that everything between the 'Arsh-i-Mu'Allii (Exlated
Throne) and ~~ ~ Taht-ath-Tharii (Abyiss) is right in front,
present, evident and visible to my master W~, may my soul
be sacrificed for him. Nothing at all is hidden, Mii shii' Alliih (As
it pleases Allah the Almighty).
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6497. BETWEEN the Ru/:l (Spirit) and Allah the Almighty
there is a secret that no angel, not even the Atchangels Gabriel
and Israphael, know about. And this is the rarified inward that
nobody can narrate in no way whatever.
Having written this bit the pen went dry and the writer
dumb. The pen wrote all the heavenly scriptures, but stopped at
this epistle (i.e. juncture). It cannot write at all. It remained dry at
this stage.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyftm!
6498. ONE declares that Rabb (Sustainer) is All-Present and
All-Seeing, but does not admit it.
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He submits to neither His One-ness nor Power.
The lman is there, but not perfect.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6499. THE ONE (i.e. Allah the Almighty) is fond of you .
What can He do if you do not believe. Until and unless you
believe in, nobody would believe what you say. You remain away
at a distance. Take it that as soon as one believes in the distance
evaporates.
Believe in Ahad (the One) as Ahad (the One); recognise
Sayyiduna 'Uhaid W ~ (Our Leader who keeps people away
from Hell).
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6500. BEUEVE in the One. Tell me if one does not!
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6501. TO rally round belief in such like Faith is something
new in this era.
Descent of blessings of the good old times is dependent on,
because and for the sake of the Faith.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6502. THE following formula is the torch bearer of Tauihid:
Lii-ilahii ill-Alliihu wahdahu
~I ~! ~ ! tt;
Iii shrika lahu lah-ul-mulku
J~ ~ 'i ;~:,
walah-ul-hamdu wa huwa
.WI ~ - ~ ~
. 'ala kulle shay'in qadir!
- • -. ' do ~ ""- - , ~ ~ ~ t.r- ". .J

(There is no deity but Allah Who is One and has no
partner. He is the Master of the World and all praise
belongs to Him only. And He is Powerful over all
things.)
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6503. WHEREVER manifestation of Islam took place, it did
because of example. Whenever it will, it will because of example.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
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6504. THERE is not an animal that is not busy in the
remembrance of Allah the Almighty. It goes for the plant
kingdom, the environment and the minerals.
Only the best of the creation is ignorant of it (remembrance
of Allah the Almighty) .
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6505. DEUBERATION of a true Muslim is subservient to
destiny, one and the same. And Allah the Almighty never rejects
it.
Yii-/:Iayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6506. HE is the silent who has no concern whatever with
any planning and deliberation. Everything of his is completely
trusted to Allah the Almighty and He alone is his dispenser.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6507. SAY it openly: "I know neither any affiiction nor any
epidemic. I know and believe in only Allah the Almighty. And my
Allah the Almighty is sufficient and plentiful for everything."
Ya-H.ayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6508. WHENEVER Tatiqat chose anyone did so from
amongst the sinners. The sinner is knowledgeable of the reality of
sin. Once given up he never commits it again . The pious does not
enjoy this status.
Yii-/:Iayyu, yii-QayyUm!
Hadrat Abu Hurairah ~ narrates the Holy Prophet
W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him, saying: "I swear by
the Dhiit Who holds my soul in His hand, if you do not commit
sins, Allah the Almighty will finish you off and bring instead a
nation that will commit sins, asking at the same time for
forgiveness. Thus Allah the Almighty would foergive them their
sins." - ($aQIQ Muslim Volume 2, p 355)
Yii-/:Iayyu, yii-QayyUm!
Hadrat Abu Said ~ narrates the Holy Prophet W~
saying: "Satan beseeched his Sustainer, 'By Your Honour, 0 the
Sustainer! I will lead Your servants astray until they have their
souls in their bodies.' The Sustainer said, 'I swear by My Honour,
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Majesty and Highness! Until My servants keep asking Me for
forgiveness, I will continue forgiving them for always.'" - (Musnad
Imam Ahmad bin ljanbal Volume 3, p29)

Hadrat Huzaifa ~narrates the Holy Prophet W ~
saying: "By Allah the Almighty Who has my soul in His hand that
he who has misgivings in Din and is worldly foolish will certainly
enter the Paradise. By Allah the Almighty Who has my soul in His
hand that he who has been burnt down by for his sins will
certainly enter the Paradise. By Allah the Almighty Who has my
soul in His hand that Allah the Almighty will certainly forgive on '
the Day of Judgement the sins which are given birth to in the
man's heart. By Allah the Almighty Who has my soul in His hand
Allah the Almighty will on the Day of Judgement proffer
forgiveness that will make even the Satan hope and raise his head
might that he be forgiven."
- (Musnad Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal Volume 2, p357)

Hadrat 'Abaidullah bin 'Umar ~has narrated the Holy
Prophet W ~ saying: "Had Allah the Almighty wished that
there was no disobedience to Him, He would not have created the
Satan."
- (Musnad Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal Volume 2, p356).

Ya-J:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6509. OUIWITTING a history by another is the reward
par excellence. And such like reward follows only at the
recommendation and intercession of my master W~, may my
soul be sacrificed for him.
Ya-J:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6510. .J:!~ ~ ~ ~ JA j. WA huwa 'ala kulli shay'in qadir!
(And He is powerful over everything) means that He would do
what He likes, no one stopping Him. He would change the day
into the night and the night into the day, turning the drop into a
river and the river in to the sea.
Ya-J:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6511. HE is the authority who is responsible and guardian
strictly in accordance with the master's command.
Ya-J:Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6512. THE job is accomplished not when you wish, but
when He so wishes.
Ya-/fayyu J ya-Qayyum!
6513. GAZING at a stranger with the strange sight is but
natural.
Ya-/fayyu J ya-Qayyum!
6514. THE group whoever it may comprise and the unity
whoever may have amount to a force.
Ya-lfayyu J ya-Qayyum!
6515. 'ii'~' lS~ ~~l 'i ~'..; ~I ~I AU.AHU Allahu Rabbi la
ushrikqu bihi shay'a (Allah the Almighty and Only is my Sustainer
Who has no partner) is a true Muslims shield and fort.
If one believes in the heart ;iJ ~I ~I Allahu Allahu Rabbi
(Allah the Almighty and Only is my Sustainer) and submits to 'J
~ lS~ ~~I la ushriku bihi shay'ii (he no partner unto Him, one
would never be fearful of anyone at all.
These formulas are the spirit of the Holy Qur'an,
These formulas on the one hand and the whole world on the
other would outweigh, sufficient and plentiful.
All the Divine rewards are dependent upon and grateful to
them.
Had someone recited these formulas and hit the mountain
head on, it would have broken it (the mountain) to pieces.
Ya-/fayyuJya-Qayyum!
6516. I\,,~, lS~ ~~l 'i ~'..; ~I ~I AU.AHU Allah Rabbi ta
ushriku bihi shay'a (Allah and Only is my Lord and there is no
partner unto Him!) means that Allah the Almighty is my
SustainerlNourisher and I do not ever ascribe any partner
whatever unto Him. The Arabic word shay (thing) is inclusive of
every creature of all kind so much that it even includes affiiction,
epidemic, grief and sorrow.
Ya-/fayyu J ya-Qayyum!
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6517. HAVING said everything, He said the following: 'i
~ IS~ ~~l La ushriku bihi shay'ii (there is no partner unto Him).
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6518. 0 THE SERVANT of Allah the Almighty! Except
with the command of your Rabb (Sustainer) not even a leaf of any
tree would ever move. And no one has any power over any
movement whatever.
Your Faith is defective. Perfect this Faith!
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6519 . THE inward is the niir (light) of the heart that would
never become manifest at any rate. It resides in the heart and it
pervades the heart completely.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6520. THE people wandered in shame in foreign lands for
earning these crumbs of bread. When they reach you, they are
thrown away as a matter of rubbish.
Respect for food is as if honouring Allah the Almighty.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6521. NOT everyone knows every cure for every ailment.
If anyone does, please tell!
If anyone does not know, may not tell!
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6522. COMMENT not on the past, but on the present.
The past has gone past. The present is here.
The present holds superiority over the past.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6523. HARD WORK is overwhelming to intellect.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6524. GRIEF is the axis of life.
Had there been no grief there would have been no life.
The lamps would have been lit, but there would have been
no light.
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The dictionary of grief has seventy thousand chapters/doors.
The grief in your separation circumscribes every grief.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6525 . THE reward of the charity is lost by its publicity.
Notwithstanding, the real aim is to give away charity.
The giver of charity mayor may not receive any reward the
receiver, however, does have his desire fulfilled.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6526. THE book of a state is written about the state. And no
one but the man of state can ever write it.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6527. WHOEVER did, saw it in the man.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6528. THE life is a struggle (Jehiid).
Dhikr-i-Iliihi (Remembrance of Allah the Almighty) is a
greater struggle (Jehad -i-Akbar).
Fear of Jehad amounts to infidelity and death, martyrdom.
There is no death worse than that of an infidel and no death
better than that of a martyr.
In Jehad there are also conquerors besides the martyrs. And
martyr is superior to the conqueror.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6529 . THE conquests, reforms and publications in the Faith
of Islam came, are coming or will be coming to being because of
the love of my master, may my soul be sacrificed for him
W~.

Whenever discussion entered in to anywhere, the blessing
took flight.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6530 . IF nothing was earned, it was by e faqir.
Except a faqir everybody most certainly earned in one shape
or form .
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyion!
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.6531. AU.AH the Almighty may anything to him, but the
servant who never says anything is most certainly the Almighty
Allah's faqir.
Ya-lfaYYUJ ya-Qayyum!
.6532. THE intellect said: "It can never happen!"
The Nature spoke: "I am the Divine Power of the Rabb the
Most Powerful. I do what I like. Putting intellect to wonder is my
eternal grandeur."
What can never be done, the Nature does it in no time.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
.6533. WHO can estimate the measure of changes of the
world? A seer said seeing a place: "I have seen this district
seventy times built and razed to the ground. It throbbed as a city
some time and river at others."
Ya-lfayyu J ya-Qayyum!
.6534. IT all happened and all gained. If there were no Allah
the Almighty found, there is nothing doing.
Ya-lfayyu Jya-Qayyum!
Hadrat Abu Saeed Khudri ~ has narrated the Holy
Prophet W ~ having been asked: "Who will be superior and
honourable to Allah the Almighty on the Day of Resurrection? He
replied; 'He who remembers Allah the Almighty most.' He was
asked again; '0 the Holy Prophet W~! Would the
remembrancer of Allah the Almighty be superior even to the holy
warrior in the path of Allah the Almighty?' He *~ said; 'If
the holy warrior had wielded his sword against the infidels and the
repudiators until it broke and discoloured him (the holy warrior)
or the sword with the blood, i.e. he dies a martyr, even then the
remembrancer is higher in his status."
- (Jamia' Al-Tirmidhi Volume 2, p 74)

Hadrat Abu Darda ~ Has narrated the Holy Prophet
* ~ saying: "Shall I tell you the 'amal (practice) that is good
and holy near to your Lord, the most exalted of your 'amal
(practices) and even better for you than fighting back your
enemies, cutting their necks and they cutting yours!" The
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Companions, may Allah the Almighty bless them, beseeched: "0
the Holy Prophet W~! Do tell us ." He W ~ informed:
"It is Dhikr of Allah the Almighty." Hadrat Mu'az bin Jabal
~ said: "There is nothing near to Allah the Almighty better
than dhikrulldh that would liberate Almighty Allah's punishment."
- (Jami'a Al-Tirmidhi Volume 2, P174)
Hadrat Mughariq ~ has narrated the Holy Messenger

W~ saying: "I went past a man during the night of Ascension
who was covered with the niir (light) of the Almighty Allah's
Throne. I asked if he was an angel. I was told that he was not. I
asked if he was a prophet. It was said that he was not. I asked then
who he was. A voice from the unknown came forth saying, 'He is
the man whose tongue was wet with the dhikr in the world, his
heart was at all times attached to it and he had never Abused his
parents.'" - (Al-Targhib Wal-Tartib Volume 2, p395)
Hadrat Abu Darda ~ has narrated the Holy Messenger
W~ saying: "On the Day of Resurrection Allah the Almighty
will dispense their account in the way that their faces will be lit
with light. They would be sitting on the thrones made of pearls.
The people will feel envious of them. They would not be prophets
or martyrs. A villager arose, resting his body on his knees and
beseeching, '0 the Holy Messenger ~~!Please tell us about
them so that we are able to recognise them.' The Holy Messenger
W~ said, 'They are the people who would come from many
places and different families, have gathered together at a place and
got engaged in dhikr-Ullah.'" - (Majma' Al-Zauuiid wa Manba' Al-Fauia'id
Volume 1, p78)

Hadrat 'Umar bin 'Isa ~ has narrated that he heard the
Holy Messenger W~ saying: "There will be some people on
the right hand side of Allah the Almighty - mind that both His
hands are right - who would neither be the prophets not martyrs.
They would have white tinge on their faces visible to the on
lookers. The prophets and the martyrs would be envious of them
because of their (fine) seats and nearness to Allah the Almighty. It
was asked, '0 the Messenger of Allah the Almighty W~,
'Who are these people?' He replied, 'They are the group of people
who would come from different tribes gathered together for
dhikrullah. They would sieve the fine formulas just the date eater
sorts out the fine quality dates.'" - (Majma ' Al-Zawaid wa Manba' Al107

Fawaid Volume 1 p 77)

Hadrat 'Abada bin Samit ~ has narrated: "If after
saying the Fair prayer, I stay until sunrise with the jama'at that
would perform dhikrullah, it is more loving to me than if I sit for
the mean time on the back of the horse in order to fight in the way
of Allah the Almighty. If, after saying the 'Asr prayer, I sit with the
jama'at that would perform dhikrullah, it is dearer to me than if I
sit on the back of the horse in order to fight for the mean time in
the way of Allah the Almighty." - (Al-Dur Al-Manshur Volume 1,p151)
Hadrat Abu Hurairah ~ has narrated: "The angels in
the Heavens recognise the houses where dhikrullah is performed.
Their houses are lit just as the dwellers of the Earth recognise the
twinkling stars." - (Al-Dur Al-Manshur Volume 1, p152)
Hadrat Mu'adh bin Jabal ~ has narrated having asked
the Holy Messenger W~ : "What is the best 'amal amongst
the 'amal near to Allah the Almighty, the Majestic, the Honoured?
He W ~ replied, 'That you meet death when your tongue is
drenched in dhikr of Allah the Almighty, the Majestic, the
Honoured, (that is, there is dhikr on the tongue).'" - (Al-Tib by
Ibn-Qayyam p716)
Hadrat Abdullah bin 'Umar ~ has narrated:
"Performing dhikrullah in the mornings and evenings has a greater
status than if one fights with the sword in the path of Allah the
Almighty. It is more rewarding than even giving away wealth in
charity." - (Al-Dur Al-Manshur Volume1, p150)
Hadrat 'Abdullah bin 'U mar ~ has narrated: "If a man
sets off from the East giving away gold earned lawfully and if
another sets off from the West performing dhikrullah thus meet
together, the latter would be superior in his status." - (Al-Durr AlManshiir Volume 1, p150)

Hadrat Abu Musa ~ has narrated the Messenger
~~ saying: "The examples of the man engaged in dhikrullah
and the other not performing are the living and the dead." -

($abfb

Al-Buhhan Volume 2, p948)

Hadrat Ans ~ has narrated the Holy Prophet W ~
saying: "I hold it more loving that I sit after the Fajr prayer with
the people who perform dhikrullah until sunrise than everything in
the world that has Sun shining on. Likewise, I hold it more loving
that I sit after 'Asr prayer with the people who perform dhikrullah
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until sunset than the world and everything in it." - (Al-Jamia' AiSaghir Al-Sayiitl Volume 2, p101)

Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!

6535. MY master *~, may my soul be sacrificed for
him *~ said: "There is cure in dhikrullah and ailment in
people's talking." Everybody seconded it. And no one has brought
any newer commandment.
Hadratl How come then anyone else or I be talking and
meeting?
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6536. ONE day he came to see him. He was busy warming
the left over crumbs of bread on the hot plate. Seeing him, he
said: "Please forgive me now. I do not feel like meeting no one at
all."
He said: "Please do not mind. I have nothing useful with me
for you or anyone else."
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6537 . YOUR saying is Ism-i-A'zam (the Great Name) of
your life.
Backing out of the saying is backing out of Allah the
Almighty, the Holy Qur'an, the Holy Messenger, may my soul be
sacrificed for him W~.
Backing out of a saying is a death knell to the human-ness,
nobleness, and humility.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
The Holy Qur'an is a saying. How could a backer out of a
saying be content?
Hoist the flag of saying high and flutter it throughout the
World.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6538. PERSEVERANCE at a saying is the honour of the
Earth and Heaven.
Perseverance at the saying is the prestige of the Holy Qur'an
If he orders a mountain to move, it would.
If he orders a river to stop flowing, it would.
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If perseverance at a saying says the clay the gold, it would
become gold.
The heart is dead. If he orders the dead to live, it would.
An infidel lives inside me. If he orders an infidel to become a
true Mu'min, he would.
Perseverance at a saying is the greatest grace.
Perseverance at a saying is the true Mu'min's destiny.
The destiny spoke: "If Allah the Almighty did not fulfil a
Mu'min's will, why did it not do so?
Perseverance at a saying:
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Yii-Hayyu - the Command (kun).
Yii-Qay'yum - the Action (fayakun) .
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6539. A SAYING is trust from Allah the Almighty.
Do not misuse a trust.
Yii-H.ayyu, yii-Qay'yum!
6540. ANYTHING defiled by the filth becomes filthy, the
defective.
Yii-/fayyu, yii-Qay'yum!
6541. THE prayer was said and dhikr performed, but the
heart is still not content, in much the same state as before. Why?
. The heart contains the Holy Ka'abah as well as the idolhouse.
Break every idol of the idol-house.
Sever the relationships with all the extraneous and become
occupied and absorbed in dhikr. Contentment and peace are your
own heart's heritage. And everything else is but inside you, there
is nothing outside.
Contentment and peace are the highest reward, can never be
obtained by any other means.
t. ~I
· '11- UJC.
- L.. .JWa mii 'alaynii ill-al-baliigh!
Ys-Hawu, yii-QayyUm!
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6542. PULUNG DOWN the idol-house is the Sunnah AlMu'akkadah of the Hadrat Ibrahim (Abraham .......-~).
Until a single idol remains, it would not be called the Holy
Ka'abah.
Ya-ijayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6543. THE idols can never be broken by mere talk. Maya
beloved son of an elite mother come along in order to break them!
May he break them to pieces with the blessing of the light of the
Kalimah Tayyibah and not with a mallet.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6544. LOOK FOR the one who would have broken it (the
idol-house).
Only a breaker can tell the formula for breaking, not by a
study alone.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6545. KILLING is not necessary but overwhelming is
desired.
Ya-ijayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6546. HAVING READ ~4 Ya-Musawwiru (0 the
Artist Designer), a ballad singer said: "0 the Artist Designer! 0
the Maker of shapes and faces!"
Yii-H.ayyu,ya-Qayyum!
6547. IT is strange! The strokes of Your formulas did not
break to pieces the idols in the Ka'abah.
There are three on the top of many thousands of Your
formulas. There live in the idol house ~I ~I Alliih-us-samad and
also the Satan, j.a~ ~ Ya-'Aziz (the Most Powerful) and also the
Whispering Self, C.J~ ~ Yii-Baduh (the Maker) and also the
Hamzad (the casting self) and the affliction and also epidemics.
Despite all these if they also subsist, it is a matter of utmost
bewilderment.
May 4:-Wi Lii-iliiha (there is none) bring it over, ~l 'J! ill-
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Alliih (except Allah) help gain it, ~l a.,:..jlI ~ Muhammad-ur
Rasiil Alliih (Muhammad is His Messenger) help meet, and ciJ.I4
Yii-Badiih (0 the Maker), bring over!
This is a definitive 'amal (practice) . May no one dare recite it
merely having read it and without permission!
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!

6548. THERE is dhikr (remembrance) and not politics at
the Khiinqiih (a shrine). Where there is politics there is no dhikr.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyam!
6549. THERE is no bargaining of the profit and loss in the
khiinqiih and no accounts (provisions) of life for the morrow. It is
received this end and given away at the other.
As long as this most ancient doctrine in the mystical path of
Allah the Almighty remained in force, it (Tatiqat) sparkled so
much that it remained independent of any contemplation.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
.6550. THE living that Allah the Almighty granted you for
the widow, the orphan, the helpless, the suffering and the diseased
was misused for your life of luxury. The Tariqat sobbed no end.
One swore, saying: "A Veterinary doctor was called from
England for the treatment of a dog."
Where did all this money come from? Who gave?
I have not done any hard labour. I eat pilau and sweet rice
and enjoy myself.
This is not the time of blind following, not at all! Rather, say
a spade a spade, call the night the night and day the day.
If you do not desist from these ill practices and dirty acts, the
time itself will compel you.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6551. YOUR food was as if that of the disease stricken. It is
like that of the he-buffalo.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
.6552. PUT an end to every statement except the dhikrulliih.
Everything of the warrior in the path of and for the sake of
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Allah is only in the trust of Allah the Almighty and Allah the
Almighty alone is its custodian and guardian.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6553. THERE descends niir (light) in to everything.
When the dhiit descends, Alliih Alliih mii shd Allah, it cannot
be contained. Everything of the Heaven and Earth expresses its
helplessness. At long last it rests in the heart of the warrior
(contemplator) .
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6554. IS fighting and dieing in Your path and for Your sake
a small thing? It is the ultimate of the bestowal, indeed, mii shii
Alliih!
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6555. THE Pole Stars never fade. Rather, they keep
sparkling for always in the firmament of Tariqat, Why did you
fade away?
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6556. THIS royal majesty is merely to put you to fear and
suppression, and nothing else.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6557.
~ lt~. Sayyidunii Mutahhirun W~ (Our
Leader, the Pure). Mutahhir (the purifier) purifies. 'A$ii (the
stick) is inclusive of Mutahhir.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6558. ~~4~4 ~4~\4
YA-AlfADU, yii-Samadu, Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
Yii Ahadu is the derivative of ~\ ~IJA J! Qui huwAlliihu
Abad.
Yii-Samadu is the derivative of i:..:..:J\ :J.s\ Alliihussamad.
Yii-Qayyu, yii-Qayyum is the derivative of ~IJA~! ~! 'i ~I
f'~1 Alliihu Iii iliiha illii huw al-Hayyu.al-Qayyiim.
There is no other equally great statement than this.
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Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!

6559. AFTER ALL man is a human being; gets worried.
Otherwise, there is nothing to worry about.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6560. THIS is the sitting of dhikr.
This is the (mundane) worldly sitting.
There is cure in the sitting of dhikr.
There pervades disease and all in the worldly talk.
Take anyone of the two you like.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6561. WHEN life becomes acquainted with death, the
grave, the purgatory and the resurrection, it became independent
of the downfall and the climax.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6562.
THE faqir's heritage is but to pass Allah the
Almighty's everything to Allah the Almighty and remain
independent of everything else.
•
e.

~I ~I ,~.,;..
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Wa mii 'alaynii iZ[:.. al-baliighl
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!

6563.
A UTANY from one of our hand-written
manuscripts:
First ofall Muhammad's (a:~) niir (light) came to being;
Thereafter was created the Universe, realising
Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman, and reciting
The song ofAsadulldh (the Allah's Lion), the Ali's hymning.
As raising the war-cry as the mountains trembling,
As brandishing the spear as the earth shaking.
Riding the Dul-Dul! and her bridles harnessing,
1 Name of the Holy Prophet's mule received as a gift from Byzantine governor of
Egypt and given away to Hadrat 'Ali~.
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Ali breaks the gates ofKhayber, brutally crushing.
Rising up and above and to utmost silence is Akbar watching,
Thus utterly the infidels' hearts is he mutilating.
Let us see, 0 Zulfiqar (the Prophet's W~ sword later given
Hadrat 'Ali ~), you avowing,
The infidels' crushing, and their minimising.
Ya-ljayyu, ya-Qayyum!

to

6564. THE SACRED THOUGHTS:
Do the job for which you have been sent.
Ya-ljayyu, ya-Qayyum!
I do not know about anyone else, but this servant (i.e.
myself) have been sent for the dhikrullah only.
Ya-ljayyu, ya-Qayyum!

6565.
DHIKRULLAH is Jehad Al-Akbar (The Great
Struggle). WE are heading for Jehad Al-Akbar. Here there are no
spears and swords, but only tasbihiit (litanies).
Fighting a Jehad is the warrior's job!
Victory and triumph are with my Allah the Almighty!
Ya-ljayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6566. WE are fighting in the path of Allah the Almighty for
His sake and only. Both 'self and 'Satan' are our opponents. It is
not possible, nay it can't be, that Satan may triumph over us .
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6567. PASSING OFF the predestined is dependent upon
His Wisdom and Power, yet because of the graces of the Holy
(W~)
excellent
recommendation
and
Messenger's
intercession (His) mercy wraps up the predetermined thus
consigning and confining in a knapsack of Ajal (Last Day).
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6568. IF conversation regarding the worldly affairs in the
mosque is not Hariim, what else is it?
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6569. JUST as the worker finds it difficult sitting still doing
nothing, the idle finds it difficult to work.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6570. IT is dhikr and the rest all politics. Politics includes
everything, but dhikr.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6571. THE BARHAMAN worships Tulsi (sweet basil) and
also Pipal (feans religionsa). This is why he does not believe in any
Rama (the Hinu God) except for a motive.
Ya-/fayyu,ya-Qayyum!
6572.
THE STAGE of Tariqat is replete with many
colourful chapters from beginning to the end.
Do not object.
Do not be a critic.
If you cannot do it, at least do not keep their company.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6573.
REFRAINING from telling lies, carrying tales,
backbiting and jealousy is our journey. Refraining alone helps with
this stage and by no other way.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6574. IF one eats to the full the onions followed by gur (raw
sugar) during the rainy season, it amounts to a diet that affords
good health and strength.
The wrestlers in olden times used to eat this. May the
Hukamii' (pl. for Hakim, the wise man) please confirm and
second this.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6575. YOU created the human being in Your image. You
saw it with Your own eye and heard with Your own ear.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6576. THERE is no land that is not owned. There is no bird
that is not inherited.
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No bird is wild; it is appointed to a specific place. The bids
are appointed from house to house and field to field.
The birds not only live on seeds and insects, but they are also
sanitary inspectors of the surroundings.
What people throwaway after they have eaten or that what is
not fit for eating or that what drops off during eating are their
food .
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6577. WHAT is the sheikhiyyat (precept) about, if it is not
the commentary of the Holy Qur'an?
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6578.
MUlfADDITH (the narrator of Hadith) is the
practitioner of Hadith, Refraining from the cursed and the corpse
is his stage.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6579. CIRCUNG round the flame is the life of the moths.
The moth is never away from the flame; it can never be.
Are these the moths or black beetles that they are not in
commotion even at the presence of a flame?
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyian!
6580. THESE things and all things for that matter for me
and to me mean nothing at all.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6581. ALL the relations are those of the self and for self
alone and self pervades amongst them.
Everyone is the son of the son of Hadrat Adam ./~.
The RuJ;z (spirit) is the derivative of the Almighty Allah's
personal niir (light), His Command. And it is fed up of the self.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6582. THE real dough is the soil. The water, the fire and the
air brought about the motion. The air is overwhelming to all of
them. Keep it temperate. Keeping temperate is dependent upon
the perfect wisdom of the Hakim (the Wise).
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Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!

6583. HE who is not satisfied with meeting the one would
never be satisfied.
There are many Darbiirs (the saints' sanctuaries). Do pay
regular visits to the one.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6584. THOUGH providing medicines to the weak, the
ailing and the disease stricken is not extravagance, still care is
essential, nay inseparably desired act.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6585. ADOPTING means is in the nature of man. Doing
nothing at all is also a kind of effort. If you ask the truth, the latter
is the most effective effort.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6586. THRE is a grace in the statement of a lfiil (state). He
who is not content with one cannot be at any.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6587. THERE is only one spirit in force in a statement.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6588. THE kings in olden times used to fight in person in
the battlefield; e.g. Poras fought Alexander.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6589. EVERYTHING of the Heaven and earth between the
Exalted Throne and the Abyss has the niir (light) of Yii-Hayyu,
yii-Qayyilm pervading. Whoever invokes Him though He is
already present there all the time comes to the caller.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6590. DHIKR is a state. It descends at a state. The thoughts
of the past are whisperings of the whispering self. Cast them away.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
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6591. PERFECTION of dhikr amounts to an end of
whisperings of the self. And this is the reality of the
enlightenment.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6592. THE step ahead is better than the one before.
The last one has the lesson and welcome in the next one .
A lesson is the counteraction of ignorance and welcome, the
firm determination.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6593. YOU do everything. Why don't you say prayers?
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6594. A and not B ought to have feared.
You have not done so far; do it now.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6595. THE LIMIT OF MISERliNESS: Walking along a
miser had a thorn pricked in his foot. Seeing this, he said: "I will
pull it out having gone home where I will use it as fuel for fire."
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6596. THERE is jungle all around. If possible, cut and
collect fire wood.
I used to cut the Kareer (a bush) continuously for twelve
years, collected it and carried it on my head. I had set up a depot
of the Kareer wood fuel.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6597. It is not the one looking affectionately but most
discerningly who is a critic though never a success.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6598. A SERVANT begins the morning in a state and so
also the evening in the same.
~t. ~I'il
. - tlJC.
~
J
Wa mii 'alaynii ill-al-balagh!
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Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyiim!

6599. WHEN dhikr ends the whispering self begins to harp
its song.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6600. YOU accepted Islam. Congratulations! Earn and eat.
Do not depend upon anyone. This alone is the teaching of Islam.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-QayjUm!
. 6601. UNTIL a chapter is incomplete, the statement
continues.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6602. NO ONE has ever seen anyone at all. Whoever,
whatever and wherever anyone saw, he saw his Sheikh only.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6603. TO say a man a man is enough. The real appellation
of the man is 'the sinner and lowly'; nothing else befits him.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6604. THERE is a possibility of disrespect in informality.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6605. DHIKR-l-lLA.HI is the Jehad AI-Akbar (The Greater
Holy War). If running away from Jehad is not Hariim, what else is
it?"
Ya-H.ayyu, ya-Qayyum!

6606. NONE except the faqir has ever renounced any thing
of the world. Rather, he kept it much the same. Until and unless
one abdicates totally this cursed and the outcast, how could the
next chapter open up?
,
,
lili. t.:.'J
t. ')1.]1)11
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Wa mii 'alaynii ill-al-baliighl
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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6607. HE was wonder struck: "I eat the dead body. 1 notch
at it. 1 eat it to the full. 1 eat it the whole day long. 1 do not
become satiated. The hunger remains much the same. 1 do not
become hateful either."
Alas, tell what 1 am if not a 'man eater'.
Yii-/Jayyu~ yii-Qayyum!
6608. THE sum total of the Holy Qur'an and the sacred
Sunnah is: Refraining from the cursed and the corpse. What else is
it, if not this?
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6609.
Allah the Almighty is the Truth, never acting
contrariwise.
Allah the Almighty is rewarding the man with blessing, but
the man does not value this.
He remains adamant at his deliberation. A man's deliberation
is ineffectual and he has the Satan and the whispering self as his
advisers.
Whatever Allah the Almighty does abounds in the man's
good.
Believe in Allah the Almighty, the Sustainer and say: " ~I ~I
np. <S~ ~.;J.f 'i ~i..) Alliihu Alliihu Rabbi Iii ushriku bihi shay'ii (Allah
the Almighty and Only is my Sustainer and he has no partner
unto Him!) As soon as he believed in He came round thus putting
deliberation to wonder.
t. ~\
. 'i\- ti.JC.
- t:..JWa mii 'alaynii ill-al-baliighl
Yii-H.ayyu~ yii-Qayyum!
6610. THE account that remains alive and lasting till
eternity is an account of exceptional example.
Yii-/Jayyu~ yii-Qayyum!
6611. THE cleverest of all is the worst fool.
Yii-/Jayyu~ yii-Qayyum!
6612. AN unread is by several and innumerable ways is a
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lucky person, of an eternally good fortune.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyilm!
6613. WHEN Pharaoh was to drown in the River Nile, he
said per force: "I believe the Moses' Rabb (Sustainer); please save
me from drowning."
The Archangel Gabriel ......~ pushed mud in to his mouth.
He did not have any tawfique (ability) because of his acute kufr
(infidelity). Otherwise, had he sincere of heart said he believed in
his Rabb, Allah the Almighty would not have rejected. Allah the
Almighty is the Most Forgiving and Most Merciful. His
forgiveness can no way be comprehended and understood by the
Creation, far above understanding.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6614. 0 MY MASTER W~, may my soul be sacrificed
for you! Today is 14 August. Muslims of the areas from Bathinda
to Rajpura were being massacred and I witnessed it.
o my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for you!
What and how shall I tell the happenings on the day! History
would certainly have witnessed little scenes of such like savagery
and animalism compared to those of this day. As victorious they
burst in to laughter when they flung high the innocent babies at
the points of bars and behaved as the bloody carnivore when
flying his hunt and finding it helpless, playing about most
indifferently.
The veil-wearing women who had never stepped outside the
door of the house became homeless in dire state of helplessness.
From Raipura to Amritsar Railway Stations, the martyred
honourable women were seen with the heads cut and hung on
trees with their own hair. They wrote the sectarian cry 'Jai Hind'
(Long live India) written in blood on their foreheads. This was the
ultimate limit of the human terror and savagery.
o my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for you!
Nobody saved either honour or dignity. The humility
characteristic of the human beings fell victim to the human
shaped carnivores.
o my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for you!
The hair stand at its ends at the thought of what the indignant
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daughters of the honourable Muslim Nation did in order to save
their chastity. Some put an end to this life by stabbing themselves
with kitchen knives. Some crushed their heads with stones. If
there was nothing available, they cut their throats with the sickle.
If they did not find any refuge, they jumped into the well or
drowned themselves in the canal. They jumped from the roofs to
put out the lamp of their life, but they never allowed the chastity
to be soiled. The fathers' and brothers' honour were forced with
their own hands to end the lives of their own daughters and
sisters.
o my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for you!
Extremely harsh times prevailed upon the Muslim Nation then.
The corpses of your Ummah, smeared with blood, lay open to rot
in the fields without any coffin or shroud. They played about with
the blood of those still alive. Despite that there was no one to care
for them in this state of helplessness and friendlessness.
o my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for you!
There was rampant all around the fire wherein the living beings
were burnt because they were Muslims. There were thousands of
them fueling and lighting the fire but no one to put it out.
o my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for you! I
was witnessing this painful scene and tears were rolling down my
eyes involuntarily at the pitiable state of the oppressed. Life
declared this whole world unlawful to itself having seen the soul
devastating scene of the day.
o my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for you! I
have no more power to write on this subject.
o my master ~~, may my soul be sacrificed for you!
What novel examples of dignity did your devotees present in this
state of helplessness!
During the migration there was a camp for refugees set up in
Siddhuwan Jagrawn (District Ludhiana, India). One day a few
Hindu dogra soldiers armed with guns arrived in the camp. They
caught hold by hand an old man's young daughter and began to
force her to accompany them. They would have hardly walked
away a few steps that a young police officer who wore the
sergeant's uniform and was busy cooking, got up briskly. He
looked around but could not see any fir arms. He pulled out of
the hearth a burning piece of wood and pounced upon them so
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much so that they lost their senses and stared lost at him. The
police officer advanced, struck the head of one of the Hindus with
the burning log of wood so forcefully that his head split open in to
pieces like a melon. He reached Hell even before falling on to the
ground. Although this young honourable police officer died a
martyr's death with the Hindu's friend's bullet, that such an awe
prevailed that during the many months of this camp no Hindu
dogra ever dared to enter it.
The blessing and excellence of one instance of martyrdom
became the guardian shepherd of the honour of the whole of the
camp.
o my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for you! I
salute my compatriots, those children in religious fervour, who
offered their lives on the Path of Truth thus enlivening and
exalting the Muslim Nation forever. I greet the honourable
women who spared the Muslim Nation of the insult to its honour
by playing with their lives. I pay my Salam to the determined
young and old who sacrificed everything of their" thus saving from
annihilation for ever the enthusiasm of national honour, unity and
independence.
o my master W ~ may my soul be sacrificed for you! To
sacrifice one's most dear thing is the limit of faithfulness and to
sacrifice one's life is the limit of devotion. Pass on the most loving
and sincere greetings from those of us who are resigned to simple
living to the faithful servants of your Ummah.
o my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him!
This sacrifice was made for the sake of Islam. Please accept it and
exalt it! Am'fn!
Undoubtedly, if these believers of Islam, who have sacrificed
their lives and abandoned their household for the sake of Islam,
had forsaken Tawl:z'fd, had built the relation with idols and had at
their tongues 'Hari-OmJ Hari-Om!' instead of ~ ~I ~! ~ ! ~
~I a;.j1I La iliiha ill Allahu Muhammad-ur-Rastd Allah (there is no
deity and Muhammad is His Messenger), the land in their
country would not have shrunk this way. Congratulations to all
those who played with fire but never let the wealth of Din (Faith)
slip their hands. They met the death of cruelty, but they did not
submit to kufr (ifidelity) . May those who became homeless and
offered the gift of their lives for the sake of Haq (Truth) have this
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glad and gratuitous tiding from the Holy Qur'an:
Those who have left their
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Is the best of rewards.
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- (Al-Qur'iin 3:195)
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o my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed ' for you!
Would this offering of blood ever go amiss? Nay, it will certainly
bear fruit and it will never go waste. There is victory after
migration and conquest after defeat. This is the part of the true
Muslim's faith that nobody can deny.
o my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for you!
Who is to pay back anyone's good gesture? Only brave men repay
the brave men's good gesture.
Ya-f.layyu,ya-Qayyum!
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6615 . THE book is the theory.
Action is the practical.
Ya-f.layyu, ya-QayyUm!
6616. NO servant has any power whatever over any action
or motion; he is subservient to the command. He does in
accordance with the command; he is forced to do .
• ~I CJII~.".
C.
, -:t- La'~
Wa mii 'alaynii ill-al-balagh!
Ya-f.layyu, ya-Qayyum!
6617. REST assured! By Allah the Almighty, except with the
Almighty Allah's command, no creature has any power over
anything whatever.
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This was the sum total of the M'iriij; this had to be said face
to face.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyftm!
6618. THE truth presents an example of truth, not the false.
Whenever the truth desired an example, only faq 'r presented
it.

Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6619. LOVE andfaq·'rare related inseparably.
Love is the spirit oi faq'r, andfaq'r its honour.
Love remained in the manger.
Untilfaq 'r landed in the field, no stake was put up.
Only faq'r fought the battle of love, fought wholeheartedly to
the last breath.
Yii-Ifayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6620. SACRIFICING the most beloved in the path and for
the sake of Allah the Almighty is the highest grade of sacrifice.
The world loves everything, even the stitching needle and the
thread, of the world.
Faq'r lands in the field having sacrificed everything, mayor
may not be the beloved.
Yii-Ifayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6621. HAPPINESS and sorrow are a customary state.
Otherwise, nobody becomes happy over anyone's happiness. Nor
does he become sorrowful at one's sorrow.
A person is happy at his own happiness and sorry at his own
sorrow.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyftm!
6622. THE staff of an office is also superannuated when it is
disbanded.
Vii-Ifayyu,yii-Qayyum!
6623. WHATEVER the speech it remains alive and
established only because of perseverance and steadfastness.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyftm!
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6624. THE Reality of Nearness and Distance:
The one who became near, became distant to everything else.
There is no distance in near ness. He is all the time in
audience. There is no daring of the least motion or speech in
audience lest he is hurt.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6625. AUDIENCE of anyone puts an end to one's freedom.
Yii-Ifayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6626. Remaining in an audience of someone to another is
the most difficult and important duty.
Yii-Ifayyu,yii-Qayyum!
6627. IF justice is dispensed everyone would suffer.
If grace is dispensed everyone is freed.
Ask for grace.
,

J",

~ _~.J' ~IJ~ "»'J
WaAlliihu dhul fadlul 'A?fm
Yii-Ifayyu, yii-Qayyum!

6628.
~ ~J wi\. Huwa ma'akum (I am with you
wherever you are - Al-Qur'an 57:4) is the stage of audience, not of
suppression.
Yii-Ifayyu,yii-Qayyum!
6629. ~ ~J wi\. Huwa ma'akum (I am with you wherever
you are - Al-Qur'iin 57:4) means He is AI-Present all the time, aware
of the voice inside the heart. He sees, but He is not visible. He
hears, but He is not heard. Such an audience for a moment is the
soul inspiring news, unforgettable for ever.
Yii-Ifayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6630. WHOEVER is not grateful is never patient either. For
gratefulness alone is patience granted.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
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6631. TO COMPLY with the Holy Qur'iin say, '~I ~~",I
astaghfirullah' (I seek forgiveness from Allah the Almighty)! It
suffices.
Yii-ljayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6632. GRATEFULNESS is the service of servant ship and
the best liked conduct by the Worshipped.
Yii-ljayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6633. THIS message is as yet incomplete.
It is the message that dyes every colour of life, the colour that
is eternal and never wears off.
The colour of eternal life is, indeed, eternal.
Yii-H.ayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6634. HATRED is Hariim (unlawfil)
Honouring amounts to a duty.
Take Hariim as Hariim and duty as duty.
Ya-H.ayyu; yii-Qayyiim!
6635.
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WA huwa 'alii kulli shay'in qadir! Alliihumma yii
qiidiru taqaddarta bilqudratehi walqudratu fi qudrati
qudratika yii qadirul
(He is Powerful over everything! 0 Allah the Almighty,
o the All-Powerful! You granted power out of Your
Power. Grant power with Your Power. There is power
in Your Power, 0 the All-Powerful, grant him the power
with Your Power!)
What is qadr (destiny)?
Qadr (destiny) is the intention of the All-Powerful.
Qadr is a chapter of destiny.
Even if He changes it seventy times, nobody can stop Al-
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Qadir al-Muqtadir (the Absolute Powerful). And this statement is
the commentary of the Reality.
Ya-Hayv«, ya-Qayyum!
6636. THE commentary of ~~ f~ ~ ~ 41\ 0! Inn/llliiha
'ala kulli shay'in qadir (Allah the Almighty is All-Powerful over
everything and ~~ f';::' ~ ~~J Wa huwa 'ala kulli shay'in qadir
(And He is, indeed, All-Powerful) is on-going.
NO creature whatever, human beings or jinns, has no control
over any power or authority; it is dependent upon the Power and
Authority of the AI-Qadir (All-Powerful) .
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!
6637. ~\ A$-$AMT (Silence) is the sum total of qualities.
As-Sarnt is the sum total of blessings.
As-Sarnt is the plentiful of graces.
Ya-/fayyu, ya-Qayyum!

6638. rlfi~ r~\ ~i AS-SAMT AT-TAM bakhayair anjam
(The silence came to a perfect end!)
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
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Wa Akhiru Da 'wana anil lfamdulillahi Rabb-il-'Alam'in!
Wa$$alatu Wassalamu 'Ala Rasidi Hil-Karim! Wal-lfamdulillahi
Rabb-il-'Alam'in!Am'in!
(In the end, our claim is that all praise be to Allah the
Almighty, the Lord of the Worlds, and blessings and greetings to
the gracious Prophet W~! And praise be to Allah the
Almighty, the Lord of the Worlds! Amen!)
-Hadrat AbU Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali Ludhianvi >=-"""~.;....
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Dar-ul-E/:zsan, literally meaning 'the House of Blessing', is a voluntary Islamic
Institute situated in the District of Faisalabad, Pakistan. It has been defined as
the 'abode of benefactors who worship Allah the Almighty as if they are seeing
Him. If it is not the case, it (certainly) is true that He is seeing them'.
The Institute is busy fulfilling its aim of translating the sacred work of
Da'aiah-o-Tabligh Al-Islam (Invitation to and Spread of Islam) in many and
various ways. Here it is humbly desired to demonstrate practically the teaching
of the Holy Qur'an and the Sunnah (Tradition) of the Holy Prophet
Muhammad W~, the fountainhead of Islam.
People throughout the World from all walks of life, those who practise a
little to those who practise their religion profusely, visit the institute . In this
way they satisfy their religious aspirations.
Sessions of incessant Dhikr (remembrance of Allah the Almighty) are
held, missionary parties of those with religious and spiritual zeal are sent to all
parts, a spacious mosque and repository for the worn out copies of the Holy
Qur'an have been built, a school for destitute and orphans and a well staffed
hospital have been established, administering their services free of charge.
HadratAbu AneesMuhammad Barkat Ali >=,joll~.f";, a retired army officer,
the founder and chief organiser of the Dar-ul-Ebsan, has written, published and
distributed free of charge much literature on Islam in Urdu. This is now being
translated in Arabic, Chinese, Persian and English. Kitiib Al-'Amal Bis-Sunnah,
Al-M'aroof Tartib Sharif (Holy Succession), MakshooJat-i-Manazal-e-Ehsan
(Manifestations of the Stages of Blessing) and Asma' AI-Nabi Al-Kasim (the
Bounteous Names of the Holy Prophet W~) are three voluminous works
of unique religious importance. A monthly magazine, The Diir-ul-Ehsiin, has
been published regularly for the benefit of the Muslim Community until his
demise in 1997. It has included research articles, translations and
commentaries on the Holy Qur'an and the Hadith, medical cures prescribed by
the Holy Prophet a:-~I and Hadrat AbU Anees Muhammad Barkai Ali's
(>=,joll~.f";)Own words of guidance and insight. The monologues have been put
together in to thirty volumes titled MakshooJat-i-Manazal-i-E/:zsan, AI-Ma'rooJ
Maqalat-i-lfikmat (The Words of Wisdom).
In 1983 Hadrat Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali >=,joll~.f"; migrated
some thirty miles away to a place on Samundri Road now known as AIMustafi4 Diir-ul-Eluiin where he had developed all the above services and is
now buried. Again for the benefit of the Ummah, his successors are serialising
in a monthly magazine Anwar Al-Barkat his books which run into thousands of
pages.
- Muhammad Iqbal
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Manifestations of
tlie Stages of
tBfessing -

'Ilie 'Words of

Wisdom
The Volume under review includes a
vivid account of Battle of Badr that
took place between the unbelievers and
the new Muslim Community on 17th
Ramadan Al-Mubiirak 02 All (624 CE)
as if the narrator Hadrat Abu Anees
Muhammad Barkat Ali k.?J'~';"; had
witnessed the scene of action.
To save him and the early converts
ofIslam persecution at the hands of the
Makkan unbelievers, the Holy Prophet
W ~ migrated to Madinah
Munawwarah where they were still
harassed and lived under a constant
threat of impending military attack.
The new Muslim Community had no
friends . Historically, the Magians, the
Persian fire worshippers, regarded the
unbelievers of Makkah as their friends
and the Christian Romans, the
Muslims' friends. As the ill luck would
have it in 614 AH Heracleus the
Caesar of Rome was utterly defeated by
Ke-Khusro the Second who even made
away with the sacred Christian cross
from the Bait al-Maqdas. Although the
Roman victory had been predicted (AlQur'an 30: 1-4), that came true later on,
the Makkans jeered at Muslims during
the while.

It all came to a head when a trading
Quraishite caravan was returning from
Syria and the false rumour of its plundering by Muslims was spread. A tiny
army of 313 brave Muslims faced and
fought the large invading army at the
place of Badr, outside the City of
Madinah. Many a miracle of Divine
succour to Muslims came to pass (AlQur'iin 3:123; 3:13; 8:44), a fierce
battle followed and the Muslims won,
saving the new Faith ofIslam.
Both the Muslim historians and
theologians have attached a great deal
of importance to this early battle for
its moral uplift to the new Muslim
Community. As a token of his appreciation and commemoration of their
bravery the late author has at his
sanctuary, Diir-ul-Ehsdn, built in
bricks and mortar a huge column with
the names of the participants carved
on - the photo inset of Minaret
Ashiib-i-Badriyyin by courtesy of
Akhtar Mirza (Lahore).
This Volume also includes the
accounts of the Martyrdom of Hadrat
Yasir and Sumiyyah ~~, the
Companions of the Bench (As/:ziib Al$uffah) and the Holy Prophet's Letter
(Kitiib Al-Nabi Al-Ummi ~~)
along with the usual monologues.
Finally, the publishers are pleased
to announce that Maqdliu-i-Hikmat
Volumes 1-30 and all those rendered
in to English thus far are also available on a DVD, free of charge.
AI-f1amdii-lil- J:layy-ul-Qayyiim!
- Muhammad Iqbal
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